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OBJECTIVES
After studying this chapter, you should be able to understand
• the derivative and write the derivatives of standard functions
• differentiate functions using standard derivatives and rules of

differentiation
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• higher-order derivatives of functions
• derivative as a rate measure
• points of inliexion, maxima and minima
• partial and total differentiation.

170. INTRODUCTION

The world calculus stands for the method of computation. There may be
an arithmetic calculus or a probability calculus. The most common use of
calculus is in regard to the computation of tile rate 01 change in one variable with
reference to all variation in the other variable. For example, we
know that given the speed, the distance covered is a function of time or given
the distance, the time taken is a function of speed. There is then a dependent
variable which gets all for change by a change in the independent
variable. Calculus gives us the technique br measuring these changes in the
dependent variable with reference to a very small change, approaching almost
zero, in the independent variables or variables. The techniques concernin g the
calculation of the a crage rate of change are studied under di fThrentiation or the
Difl,'rcntial Ca]cu]u\ and the calculation of the total amount of change in the
given range of valiics is studied under integration or Integral Calculus, which we
shall study in the next chapter.

The usefulness of both these is very great in business. Given certain
functional relations we can find out the average rate of change in the dependent
variable with reference to a change in one or more independent variables. For
example with a given demand function it would be possible to find the degree of
change ill with reference to a small change in price or income or both as
the case may be and also the maximum and the minimum values of the function.

171. DIFFERENTIATION

To express the rate of change in any function we have the concept of
derivative \hich involves infinitesimally small changes ill dependent
variable with retrence to a small change in independent variables.

J)ifu'rentiation we call 	 is the process of finding out the derivative of 
continuous function. A derivative is the limit of the ratio of the increment in the
function corresponding to a small increment in the argument as the latter tends
to zero.

Let us assume that y has been produced by labour x and that as we
increase x (lavour) by one unit, the amount of y increases by four units. This
relationship is shown by y - 4x ; when .v is increased by a small increment
6x, then y increases by 6y, and we have

3' + 8y = 4 (x +öx) = 4x -f 46x

5y=46x	 => _t'!:_ =4
6x
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is the incremental ratio of dependent variable y with respect to the

independent variable x, i.e., we can say 8Y is the change in y with res-

pect to a small unit change in X. If the increments are very small tending
to zero, we may write

d	 dy	 tSy
	(y) or	 or Inn,-dx	 x-O

Thus	 is the rate of change of y with respect to a change in X and is

called the derivative of the funtion y with respect to X.

172. DERIVATIVE OF A FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE

Suppose that the function f(x) denotes a continuous function of X.
Let x receive an increment Sx, then the function becomes

f(xix)	 (1)

Hence the corresponding increment of the function is
f(x+x)—f(x) (2)

The ratio of this increment of the function to the increment of the varia-
ble is

f(x-J.Sx)--.ftx)	
(3

The limit of this ratio when Sx approaches zero, i.e.,

f(x+x)—f(x) (4)

is called the derived function of f(x) with respect to x, or the derivative of
f(x) wri. x, or the x-rierivafftie off(x) or the differential co-efficient of Rx)
w.r.t. x.

If y is used to denote a function, i.e.,

y=f(x)

and x has an increment 8x, then y will have a corresponding increment
positive and negative), which may he denoted by Sy so that

y-48y=f(x4-6x)

3y r-f(x + 6x) —f(x)

and	 8Y f(x+ ax) - f(.
	= 	 8x

im	 -= urn
3x

he phrase derivative of y with respect to x is symbolically equivalent to
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the urn	 and is denoted by	 . Thus
ax^o 8X	 dx

Iiju
 f(x+6x)—f(x) V(X)

	

dx 8X-0	 8X

The process is quite general, as indicated in steps (1), (2), (3) and
(4) above. These may be described in words, thus

(a) Let the independent variable have an increment,

(b) find the corresponding increment in the function,

-	 (C) write the ratio of the increment in the function to the increment
In the independent variable,

(d) find the limit of this ratio as the increment of the variable
approaches zero.

It should be noted that 
dy	 d

does not mean the product of	 with,6 d

Y. In fact (IX is not a real number, so the notation _- stands as a syni-

bol to denote the operation of differentiation. The derivative or differential

co-efficient of y w.r.t.x, A is written in many other ways such as

.	 [f(x)], I '(x), Dy, etc.

17'3. DERIVATIVE OF A POWER FUNCTION

The most important rule is in regard to the differentiation of a
power function. Let y=f(x)=x 2 and let there be increment in the function
as follows

y+ Y = (x + 6x)2 = x2 -j- 2x x + (x)2
yrrx22x X+(X)2_x2
y=2x . x+(x)2

urn - =Jim (2x+x)

f'(x) or 
dy

=lim (2x-l-x)=2x

Now for the general case where y=x", we have for an increment

Using the binomial expansion, we have

y + 8y==x" + 'C x'' (8x) +"C8 x"'(x)'-l-... +	 x(X)"' +(&X)
y[xnC1 x'(8x)+,.-l-(8x)J--x"
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y	 ["C1 x'	 (6x)-...-]-(8X)}

	

6x	 5x

Sy ^nC

	

urn	 =lim [C1 f- -1

dy—=n,'fl_
dx

Thus the general formula is
dy	 d (nn-1

dxdx ' 
/

dy
Illustrations	 _X8, then a- =3x3*-=3X2

(I)'

dx
y=x

-
, then

	

)'=X210 , then	 =
	y=x, then	 - (-8)x°.

174. DERIVATIVE OF A CONSTANT WITH ANY FUNCTION

Let	 C AX), where C is a constant.

Let X receive an increment x, consequently y receives an incremen

v1Sy-=cf(.v+8x)
y=cf(xi ax)--f(x)]

•rf(v+x)_f(x)1

	lim	 urn c [x1 ]cf'(x)
8X	 3x

(cf(x)]—cf(x) ]rcf(x)

	

dx —dx	 rdx

Thus the derivative of the product of a constant and a function is the
product of the constant and she derivative of the function.

If f(x) is denoted by U, then (1) is written as

	

d	 du
- (cu)=c -

	

dx	 cL

Illustration. lfy=5x2, then
dy 

=5 [/-x) ]
= lox
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Remark. When a function is equal to a constant say y-- a, where
a is constant, then	 0.

175. DERIVATIVE OF A SUM OF FUNCTIONS (SUM RULE)

Let	 y-f(x)4 ow+

Then on giving x all 	 Sx, ve have
Y+ y =f(x -F 8x)+ q(x + X)+...

)'t+x)f(x)

•	 Yf(x4 x)—f(x)	 ______
x	 +— -

Hence on letting S X a pproach zero, we get

•	 by	 f(x 'S X) 	 ± bX)—(x)tim —	 tim	 tin)	 +x-O	 X	 xO

	f(x)+	 (x)+...

(2)

Thus the derivative of a sum of finite number of junctions is the SZAof their derivatives

If the functions be denoted by U, V, U', •., i.e. if

yu+v+w+...
the - result (I) may be expressed thus

dy (IU dv dw
+r — +...dx dx (& dx

Illustrations. I. If Y='2.V-f-x2, then
dy	 d	 d

Tx (x)-- (x2)=242x

2. If Y4x 3 — 7x4 , then
dy	 (I'	 d

— (x3)_7 -. (x4)=4 3x2 ---7. 4X312x2_28x

3. If )r	 x,_-_ x 7 -- 4x 8, then

dy 4	 d	 6	 d	 d

	

(3. -	 x7'-J- 4 -d	 3	 d ' ' 7	 dx /	 dx

• 3x---- .

- 4x 2 6x6 - I 2x
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4. Find the differential coefficient of

9x-7X+8x2-- 8 10
x \.

Solution. y9xt_7X34-8X2_

9x-7x 3 4-8x— 
8-

1-
dx dx	 x x

(9x)	 - 7x)+- (8x2)-(_ )+*(- )

-1	 d	 (1
9.- () --	 d ()-	 -r- 

(x 2 ).8 . 7_.(x)± 10.	 - (xi)

=9.4x-7.3x	 -F8.2x2 1 ---8(— 1)x'+ 10.(--3)x

Let y=--1-, finddx

(	 —2x+x
Solution	 - 

fi -x-2-2x- f I

1	 —2 2
TIC

	 0-	 -j-.

176 DERIVATIVE OF THE PRODUCT OF TWO FUNCTIONS
(Product rule)

Let	 y.f(x) (x)

Then, on giving x an increment 5x, we have

y+ y J(x+ x)(x+8x)

6y=f(x-4- x)(X+X)—f(X)(x)
==f(x -- x)[(x+ x)-- (x)J-- (x)[ f(x -s'- &r) —f(x)J

x_ fx-x).	
q(x)	 Jx+8x)—Jx)

 ax	 3x

Hence on taking the limits as 8x approaches zero, we have

	dy	 d	 d
T f(x) j .1 (x)) 1- (x)a-_[ 1(x)]
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Thus the derivative of the product of two functions is equal to the pro.
duct of the first and the derivative of the second plus the product of the second
and the derivative of the first.

If the functions be denoted by u and v, i.e, if y=uv

then (1) may be expressed as

dy dv 	 du
—u----rv--
dx dx dx

Remark. The derivative of the product of any finite number of
functions can be obtained by an extension of (2). For example, if

y=uvw

then, on regarding vw as a single function

a'y	 du	 d
= 

(V W) ---	 u - ( Y Vv)
(IX	 (Ix	 dx

du  11v	 d/	 w

	

viv -_ L	 w -- -1--v -

	

(IX	 \ dx	 dx

	

fu	 41V	 thy
=vw ------ - wit - -• Uv -

	

(IX	 (IX	 dx

Similarly if y==uvwz then

(I)'	 du	 (It	 (IW	 (IS
- = vwz - f uwz -- -4 uvz - -f-14VW -
dX	 dx	 Ix	 dx	 dx

In general, to find the derivative of a product of several functions,
multiply the derivative of each function In turn by all the other functions and
add the results.

Illustrations 1. Let y=(3x2 +I) (x4 +2x), find

Solution. Let us take u=(3x 2 +l) and v=(x 3 +2x) then the deriva-
tive of the product function y=uv is

dy	 dv	 du

dy
=(3x2+1)(3xt+2)+(x3+) (6x)

=9x4 +9x 2 +2+6x4 + I 2x2 = 15X4 +21x2+2.

2. Differentiate (3x1 +5) (2x3 +X+7) w.v.!. x.

Solution. Let y=(3x 2 -f . 5) (2x8+x+7)
By using rule III, regarding the derivative of the product of two

functions, we have
dy	 d	 d
j- = (3x2 +5) --(2x3+x-4-7)+(2X3+x+7) j-(3x2+5)
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=(3x±5)[ 2	 (x)I.+f-(7)]

+(2x3+x+7)[ 3

(3X2 5)5) (62+ 1)+(2x 3 + x -F7) (6.v)
30x'1 ± 39x2+42X+5.

3 Di/Jereuiite (I	 - 2 . / —X) (t, x -2. / x ) w.r.t. x

Sotio.i. Let )' ( V x ±2.	 x) X (/ x -2.	 x)

	

( x	 2x)( k -2x)

TX ( 
x	 f-2x ).(	 -2x) .( xk --2x( ç	 1 2x)

x +2x' )[-4 x . - -- x

/	 \rl	 Ax --2x	 2 x -'4x

4 Iff(x)2x	 )f	
cf(x)

dx
Solution.

f'(x)=(Vx ±2)(	 _1)(2x ) 2x	 —x - )-( x +2)

+2x'	 +2 dx	 x

=(x +2)(\/ -X- - 1 )2. 4 x +2x (/_i )x

+2x(4Jx±2)--

(\/*2) (Vx-1)3\/x - x(v'x-l)±x(\/x +2)

=4x+5.v\/ x -6 x.

01. DERIVATIVE OF THE QUOTIENT OF TWO FUNCTIONS

Let	 y 
1(x)

Then on proceeding as before, we have

8y 
f (x+gx
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.J(x-1—x)	 - i_c)
(xf-6x)	 o(x)

I (x-j-8x) 0 (x) —f(x )	 (x -4

ON 0(x-1-x)

•	 yf(X-x)(x).--f(x)(x+3)
(x) (x-i-810—ax

On Jetting 8x-0, right band side approacis the form - -. In order

to evaluate, introduce

qS (x) f(x) — c(x) f(x)

in the numerator of right hand side. Then, on combining and arranging
terms, (1) becomes

(x) [f(x±x)_f(x)] —f(x) [

(x) (x--&)
Hence on proceeding to limit as Sx approaches zero, we have

dy	
(x)-[f(x)]-_f (x-[x)J

(	 E()J2

Thus if one function be divided by another, then the derivative of
the fraction thus formed is equal to the product of the denominator and
the derivative of the numerator minus the product of the numerator and
the derivative of the denominator, all divided by the square of the
denominator.

If the functions be denoted by u and v, i.e., if
U

y=Y

then (1) has the form
du	 dv

,v— —U—
d	

V5O	 (2)d  -
X2-1Illustrations 1. Find the differential co-efficient oJ_____ w.r.t. x,

Solutiou. Let	
y=x2--I

(x-l-I)	 (xa _ l)—(x--- l)(x2-- 1)
•	 dy 

dx	 (XI + 02
(X2 +I)2X—(x_j)2x	 4x

(x2+l)
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2. Differentiate wr,I. x, the Jinet ion

(x - F) (2x -1)

(x--3)
(x -f-- I) (2x - I)	 2X 2 -jx--- ISoluiuii. Let	 Y=-

x --3

•	 /	 1);(X -3)

c/x
•

	

	 (3)2

(x --3) (4x-1-l)---(22f-x
(x 3)

2(x2 -6x --- l)

x

3. Find the differential co-efficient of -i-
x

xi f2
Solution. Let	 -

.	 If
dy	 x	 x -	 ) --	 x -, )- ç x

dx	 I	 •
)

-
 X—	 X

,x.J

178. DERIVATIVE OF A FUNCTION OF A FUNCTION

Here we deal with derivative of a composite function (function
of a function). If y is a function of u, say y=f(u), where U itself is a
function of x say rl(x), then y is called a function of a function or
a composite function of x•

Suppose derivative of y with respect to x is required. [Here J(u) and
(x) are differentiable functions]. The method, which naturally comes first

to mind, is to substitute g(x) for U in first equation, thus getting y=f((x)J,
and then to proceed according to preceding articles. This method,
however, is often more tedious and difficult than the one now explained.
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Let x receive an increment J X, accordingly, U receives an increment
:i and y receives an increment V. Then

y -f- y=J'(uf-iu)

'5}' :J(ii-fu)_.f(u)

•	 y ju4•Sii)—f(u)x
--	 u

Assume5u/--o when x :/-O. When x approaches zero, 5 11 also
approaches zero and this relation becomes

fu-- u) -f(u)
Inn	 -.-- hmn	 -------------------- turn	 --

-O	 (3U

dy	 (1	 du
1f(u)]. r-

hence
dx du

lllustra(.Ions. j . Dferent(cite .\/(3x2._ 7) w.rj. •v.

Solutjo.	 Let y - V'(=(3x2 7) 2

Put	 U- (3x 3 ---7) then y=u

dv Now	
il
/ (3X-7)6x

dy	 --i	 Iand	 U	 -_. (3x2- 7)du	 2

dy dy du
I knee	 --- = - -

dx dx •dx

-	 x(3x27)

Miter	 - =-- - (3x_7)4	 f- (3x2 -7)

I	 -	 3x
= - (3x '— 7)	 . 6x- -=----2	 \/3x2_7

2. Find the differential coefficient of(3x 3_ 5x2 -f8) 3 w. r. x.

Solution. Let y=(3x-5x2--8)3=u3

where	 u=3X3-5x-f S

dy dy du
Now	

y 1u dx	 (1)
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dy	 1
But	 -_	 (ui): 3112

du (/U

du d
aid	 lOx

Substituting these values in (1), we get

3(3x	 5x	 8)'(9- lox)

3 Differentiate w.r.t. x the follow(ng function
1

./6x-7x-f 9

Solution. Let y=- 1 __(6x5-7x3+9) 1j3

./6x .-7x3±9
Put	 u=6x5-7x8-I-9, then yu113

(lyNow 	 uI=----- (6x5-7x+9)-413

du
and	 =30x4--21x

Hence
(/Y dy did
--dx du dx

-}-

Aliter.	 ±	 '(6x-7x3+9)4J - 	(6x5 - 7x+9)
dx	 3

(6x7X2+9y4I3(3OX4_2lX2).

4. 1)erentiate w . r.t . X.
V/X2+

Solution. Let	 y
Vx2 + a + V'X -r b'

Rationalising the denominator, we get

a2)1)2_(xt+b11]
a 3 —b2	 02 — b2l

dy
(x±a5)	 (x+O)I- -	 [ -^-

(x2b2) 2 
—1 d

	

	 1
(x2+b) J
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1 F 2x	 2x

xi.	I	 I
a_62[Tj_	 ii-

17 . 9. DERIVATIVES OF TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS
1. Derivative of SiIJ u. Let Y=sin U

Then	 y f Sy=3j (u+u)
sin (u-f u) - sin U

Su-=2 cos(f._)

_ 2cos (u.4 Su -)s.	 u
n --

6u

cos ( u+) -

2
Let	 then also u- . O and

Sin--
(	 'u \	 2Irni	 - - -- h rn	 os	 U -- --- lu-n -----	 Itinx-ø	 o	 '	 2	 61,	 u 4V O

dy	 du
dx	 dx

(I
(	 dusin u) - COS U

(IX	 dx
In particular, if U=X

d
dx—(sin x)rcos x

Thus the rate of change of the sine of an angle with respect to the
angle is equal to the cosine of the angle.

II. Derivative of cos u. Let y =cos U, then y-sin (i- _u)

dy 	 d,	 -	 du-cos I--u	 —1------ )=-- -sin U -dx	 \2	 1 dx2	 /	 dx
d	 c/ui— (cos u) = —sill U

dx
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In particular, if U: X

d- -- (cos x)-= --sin X.

111. Derivative of tan u. Let y=tan U, then
cos U

d	 d
cos u	 (sin u) -sin ufl-- (cos u)

dx

	

	 c082u

(cos2 U4—Sill' U) dii
-	 cos2 u	 dx

1	 du	 Jts
—==Sec2U.—

cos U Adx

ddu
j—(tan u)=sec2 u

If ti -X, dj_(tan x) sec2 X.

IV. Derivative of cot u. Substitutingfor cot u and differeu
tan U

tiating, it can he found that

(cot u)= - cosec2 u

If U==X,	 (cot x)_--coiec' X.

V. Derivative of sec u. Let y=sec u=- ---, then
cos U

dy	 sin u	 du	 I	 siniii
dx cos' u dxcos U cos U

d	 du
(sec u)r=SCC U tan U

If U-----X,
d 

(sec x) =sec x tan x.
x

VI. Derivative of cosec u. Let y-cosec u=----, thensin U

dy	 cosu du
dx	 sjn2 U dx

dy	 du

dx
= — cosec U cot U
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If u=x,	 (cosec x)= —cosec x cot xdx
VII. Derivative of sin' u. Let y =sin' xi so that sin ==U

dy
On differentiation,	

u
rentiation we get cos y -

dy	 I	 thi	 1	 du

	

dx cos V 'X	 sin2y' dx

d .	 I	 du*	 (sill	 U)----
dx	 %/1_u2 dx

If u=x,	 (sin x)-=
V1—x8

VIII Derivative of cos- 1 ii. Let ycos U so that cos y -- U

On differentiation, Sin y dy du

dy	 1	 du	 I	 du
dx	 sill ydxJjjdx

d	 I-'	 du- (cos u)=dx	 i/l—u dx

1If U=X,

	

	 d—(cos 1 x)-------dx

IX. Derivative of tan s u. Let Y=tan U so that tan y -u

On differentiation, we get s&y dy du

•	 dy	 I	 du	 I	 du
Tx secy dX 1+tan2 y dx

d,	 I	 du
- (tan- U) =
	 •

In particular if U=x,

d	 1- (tan-dx	 1±x2
X. Derivative of cot u. On proceeding in a manner similar to

that in (IX), it can be shown that

ci	 I	 du
dx 

(cot U)==-_1__1

If u=x,

	

	 -(cot' x)._ i +dx
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XI. l)ervttive of see' u. Let y sec ' ii so that sec v =

	

dy	 du
On dillere lit iaLion, we get see Y tan Y

	

(1.	 (IX

I	 (ILl	 1du
•	

Ix	 see y tan )' dx	 see;' Vscc'—i (IX

di
i.e.	 -- (sec 1	 ___ 1

u2 - - i	 dx

(1	 1
It U X, then

(IX	 XVx2_1

XII. De,-ivativ' of cosec - ' i. On proceeding ill 	 manoer S1IIUIdF

to (XI), it Can he shown that

(I	 I
(coscc	 ii) - -	 =---	 --

(IX	 U \/U2
	
Ix

If	 then	 (coect )	 --	
I

d 	 xV x2---- j

1710. DF:RIVATEVE OF 1.0GAR1TUMIC FUNCTIONS

XIII. I)( . rivativi' of log o ti.	 Let Y -log.d U audi let x receive
Increment )X , I	 U ai	 .1' consequently receive increments 6 11 ;InJ oY

rcspectivcly.

1hen	 .	 'y	 tog, (ii 1-

log ,, ( U -1-6 11) —log" u

(Uf(dU	 I4

=log	 --)=-iog.

-	 Sy U/	 \	 I
-=log.	 I - 

h--— ).

Oil 	 -
U --
	 u in the second member, we have

 14

6 y	1	 ii	 f	 u

8x	 u-•	 . log o	1	
-)

U

I	 /	 8U\ Sri
—tog I 1+—)
u	 '\	 UI	 6x

From this, on letting x approach zero and remembering that 5 14 and
t approach zero ith 6x, it follows that

Sy	 su
urn	 = - urn log/ i - i----- ). tim

14	 U 
•8k  0 

8x
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dy	 I	 du	 r
	
Ilia

log, e i—	urn (I - n)
(/.X	 LA	

L	 m-.-O

If ii --x, then	 - (tog a x)== --(log e)

IIf a -- c then	 d	 d u(log u)	 -
d	 u

1If u - x and a	 (I
e • then - ( logdx 	 x) --x

XIV. Derivative of e'. If y - e, then

dydu
—e"
- (IX

dIf U x, then !!Y-	 e.dx

Illustrations. I. find the dijjerenifal coefficients of the following
functions

(a) sin 6x, (b) tan (5x+7), (c) cc 4x.

S o l ution. (a) Let v sin ôx sin U, where U 6x.

dy	 (1Y 31uThen (j---;	 -

dy	 diiBut	 -- r: CØS U and -. - -6du	 dx

•	 (lV•	 -	 cos U. 6 - 6 cos 6xdx

(13)	 d	 ± (6x)=6 cos 6x.AIitej-.	 ,	 4 (sin 6x)-=cos 6. dx

(b) Let y=-- tan (5.r+7)= tan u, where 11=5x+7

(1ydy duThen

dy	 duBut	 =sec2 it and - _5

dy
=scct U. 5=5 sec2 (5x+7).dx
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(e) Let y -- sec 4x

dy	 l(I(scc 4x)-=3 see'	 (sec 4x)

-3see' 4x see 4x tan 4x.	 (4x)

12 se03 4x ta n dv.

-	 l--sinx	 dy
2. 1/ y - •- - -----__-, find

	

I t . cos	 (IX

(1	 (1

dy	 (1C0S	 1 )(1	 -)	 (1 +CO5X)

(l+COSX)2

(1-1-eosx)( —cos v)- (1—sin x)( . --.in x)

(1-{ cos x)1

— sin  -- COS x_(sifl t x+COS 2 x) sin x cos x ---1

(1-I-COS x) 2 	--	 (14 cosx)'

3. Find the differential  co-efficients of:

(1) y -= log 5x, (Ii) y log (sin x), and (III) y lg (x cos x)

Solution Let 5x=- u Sd that y=-log ii and5

dy dy du
But	 ==--. -dx du dx

dy	 I	 dii!	 I

dxu 4 5 X

du
(ii) Let sin X: U so that	 =--cos x and Y = log u

(45) dy	 du
But	 j 

dy	 I	 A L . cosx=COtx.
'dx sin x

(iii) Let u—X cos X so that

du
cos- = 	 X—X Sin x and y = Iog U
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But
(ly	 dy	 c/U	 I=- -
(lx	 C/U	 clx	 U

I

	

	 (cos x x sj x)(ens x x--- sin x)= -X	 X	
X vn s X

More about logarithmic diilcrentjatjon will be discussed in the later
section of this chapter.

4. Find the different Ic:! co-efficien t of 1/ic foIIowjn ' function

(a) cos-' Sx, (b) ran- ./--v,  (c) log (sec- x).

Soltin. (a) Let )— cos (5x) - = cos - ' U, where u= 5v

dy	 —1	 (111Then  c---. :-	 -::- and -v	 Vi -• u	 clx

dy	 cl• i 	 du	 -1Now	 -	 5-	 =	 =--- ---- -dx	 c/u	 /X	
•\/l --25x'

(b) Let y = tan	 x rtan ' U, where U=x'/'

dy	 1	 du	 IThen	 -	 and
(LU	 I	 r' -	 dx	 2

(ly	 I	 I	 -_.	 I
dx	 I .0	 2	 2/x(lfx)

(c) Let y= log (scc' X) := Jog U, where u =sec' •

y	 I	 (114 1Then	 d- = - and
cl

du	 u	 /x X./2

dy dy	 du	 1	 I
-	 (/X c/u	 dx - ii	 X./

-

iT

sec - ' x

dy	 (IAliter,	 -=- (tog sec' X

I

-

I	 d
-- (see - ' x)Sec X /x

I	 I
sec-i
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Example 1. Find the deriini(ivC of (x 1 -4. 3 -l- 9) tan x e.

Solution. Let y. (x' - 4x3 1-9) tati x C'.

By using rule III, regarding the derivative of the product of three
functions, we have

	

dy -(x --4X 3 -1 9) tan x	 (c') I (x 1 -- 4x3 9) e'	 (tan x)
JX

	

-I tan Xe'	 (x-4x2 1-9)

_( t 4 3 +9) tan x e' - (x 1 — 4-0 - j 9)e' sec X 1-tan X e'(4. 3 -- I 2x)

(x'- 12x 2 -f9) tail 	 e' -t (x - 4x 3 -j 9) e' see' X.

Example 2. Find the differential co-.cJictent Of

( (pg \
7 (cos x) (log x) A- cosec x-i w.r.t. x.

tall X
Solution. Lt y --7 (ens x)([og x) 1-3 cosec x

The first term oi l  right iiand side is the product of two functions
co x and log x, where 7 is only it constant, therefore, we can apply the
product rule The second term is the product of a constant and it junction

and the third term is the quotient of two functions tan X and (x 1- e s ). In

this we shall have to apply the quotient rule.

	

(IYd	 d	 d
=— 	 [ cos X.	 (log x) flog X. 1 -(cos x)]±3	 (cosec x)

(x+e'). --(tau x) -tan x. ,,-,. x±e')

(x e')

flcosx	 1
I - ---

X 
—log .v sin X I --3 cosec x cot x

L	 I

(x e') sec" x - -tan x (1-1-c')

Example 3. Differentiate  the following function w.r.t, x

(a) sin (x2 1-2x - 5) -, , (b) log sin x2.

Solution. (a) Let y -=sin (x2-+-2x--5)7

Pitt	 u=(x 2 + 2x —5), --u, then y ---: sin v

du
2x+2,	 - 7l.7(r 2 +2	 5)6

	

dx	 1U

dy
and

	

	 -cos vcos 141coS (x2f2x_5)7
dv

I
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By using the chain rule, we get
dy dy dv du
-	 X7-Xj

	

-- cos (x2 +2x- 5)7 x 7(,1	 2x 5)8 x (2x+2)

	

Aliter.	
- --

	 (x 2 4-2x- - 5). - ( (x'-f-2x 5)7]

cos (x2 +2x . 5) 7 7 (x 2 -I-2x- 5)

 7 cos (x' + 2x— 5)7 (x2 -i 2x - 5)(2x+ 2).

Y=log sin x'

v :--- sin u, then y --log v
dt	 d
dx- 2x - cos U Cos x'

dy	 II
dv - v	sill u	 sin X2

(ly (ly dv du

cos x 2x2x cot x2.

dy	 j	 it
-- (sin x )dX sin x	 dx

• cos x' -.-.(x')

	

sin 2	 dx
2x

- cos x'=2x cot x4.sn x2

Exaniple 4. Find the dffereniial co-efficient of
(a) tan (log tan-1 .1 x)+tan '(sin e°-') w.rt. x,
(b) e'-	 w.rj. sin x,

results.
Solution, (a) We shall apply sum rule, chain rule and the standard

Let	 Y-=tan (log tan' \)-f--ta,-' (sin e)

	

dy	 d
(t	 l	 '	 -X)]+ d

=	 an (log tan 	 - Ftan-1 (sin e)J

	scc' (log tan- V7) 	 tan-' xJ

	

±
1	 d

j- (sine)

(1') Le

Put

and

AHter.
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scc (log tan' V v) .-- .1 	-- (tan'	 x)
tan \i X

(I-	 ----- CO	 -
I	 sill" e (IX

=•sec2 (log tan' \/ x)	 -..	 -- ---- 	'--(V
Lao	 X	 1 +C \/ v) 2 dx

d
(ax)

S cc I (tag tan ' V)	 I	 ae' cos (ed')

	

2(an	 . x) \.	 X	 I !-iii (v'')

	

(h) Let y e'	 z sin x, thcn we need
dy

 , for which we shall use
,Iz

chain rule. Now

dy	 .	 daz

	

c	 -j-- (tan .v)._r.sec 2 .v e'	 and	 cos X17'-'c	 (Lk	 (L

(19 dy dx	 sec 2 x-.	 -	 --	 ---- e '	 ------	 . sec, V(Is	 A	 ci z	 CO s .V

Example 5. Itid 7- when x -= a cos r, y a Sit1 3 t.

Solution.	 dx
32 CO5 1 ( 501 1

dy	
23a sill' I COS I

dy

dy	 di	 3fl StI'L t COS

dv ='Ix 	 - — tan I.

(It

ExaExample
(IV

6. Find - 	 When v (I (f--Sit: 1), y zi(! — COS t).

Solution. Differentiating w.r.t. 1, we obtain

dx	 dy
a(	 I)I - cos ,	 = a sin 1

	

(/(	 di
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'ly

!' a sin l
dx dx	 a( I —cos t)

dl

	

I	 I

2a sin	 cos
- cot

I	 2
2a SUI -

EXERC ISE I)

Find the derivatives of the following w.r.t. x

f. (a) -L., (b)

2. (a) 7x 4 I 3x--9.v4 5, (b) X- --

.2

3. (a) (x- 

x3

4. (a) (xi a)(-i- b)(x + c), (h) V x(ax2 - bx.c)(1x2fmx+n)

5. (a)	 (6)	
5xi_6x2_7X.1 8

7x+4 '	 4x I-I	 '	 5x-6

6. (a) (5x 3 i 6 2 + I lx±7)11, (6) v.+hx+c

(c)	
2x 3x--5x+6

7	 (a) (1— x2 ) tan x, (6) 3\/X sin x, (c) x3 tan X

14-41 	 ____

	

. (a) __-----, (b) 
tan	 (c) 

log cos X

sill x	 oxtan ogX

Sill 2x	 1 cos	 C5 X
(c

9. (a)—
L.COS	

b	
Sin 2x'	 COS x-f-sin x

dy
10. If y --sin (2 sin x), show that	 -=2

dx	 l—x

it. (a) log sin X, (b) ebot •In x (c) log (\/X-1 -

12.	 (a) log sin V' X, (6) \/sin's/T (c) e'°' ian—I

(d) log\/x+V'x2+a

	

l+ tan x (b) 
a!-bsinx	 cos X+smn x

13. (a) 1—tan x	 Ts i 'n  x+ b 	 cos x—sin x
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14. (a) cos J, 2 sar' (cos x)},	 (h) tan - 2 -1 
COS x

(c) /; Ian 	 tan- ' :'i ), (J) \ 'sin(msin'x)

(e) e tfl fl	 log (sec9

15. log sec -	 -'4- log (log cos

I	 (x--I)	 I
16. (a) If y =-	

- log -----r	
tan --' 2x H

(ly
fli)VC that	

.v
2

	.v -- 1	 1	 2x -(/) li • p -	 log 7 -----4• -,:-;2tall- '

	

dy	 I
prove that

17. Differentiate sin (lo g x) v.r.t. tan (es),

IS.	 Differentiate (1 -f-x2) cot ' X w.r.t. log e' (I +x)}

19. liftcrcntiate (x - Ox a 2 y logcc t --- wi. t. taii 1 (a cos hx)

20. Differentiate x log tan - ' x w.r.t. Sill	 X

Fin	
dy

'lx i
d	 - - i n the following cascs

21. X-= a(t -sin 1), Y::-(I(I --co x)

3W	 3012

22. iP)'	 (l-1 1)

23. v :!og t +Sjfl 1, y=e'-4-cos I

24	 X=-a (cos 0 - 1 - ti sin 0), ya (sin 9 --cos o)
25.x -=3 cos 1-2 cos 3 1, y=3 sin 1-2 sine t.

ANSWERS
I. (a) •- x- 8 / 2, ( h) 7x'°/ 3 .	 2. (a) 28x3 - 9x' _9

(/) I -4-i--- . 3. (a) 2z— .--, (b) I _L.!..
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4. (a) 3x2 +2JX+2bX2cXF(th j lc •j ca,

(b)	 (1v2 rnx+ n )(ax4 I tjx -c)	 \ 
/ x(I.1 mx I•fl)(2lX -- b)

2\/X
-i	 x(ax& I bx + c)(2lx-f- nz)

5.	
(a) 21424x,20	 (J) )4,"	 12) . I

	

(7x-+ 4) 	 (lv I

75x --I 2O.k	 31 x 2 -72.v - 2
(c)

6.	 (a) I l(5X +6x2 -- 1 lx-I-7)'°l5x 2 - I 2X 1- ii , (b)
ax-4 bx-I-c

8x-9	 -:- 7. (a) (1- x2 ) sec' x 2x tan X

3 . ç/(2x+3x'- 5x-j 6)1

3(h) -.-----. (2x cos x-jsln x), (c) x 2 (3 tan x i-x sec' x)
2\/x

2x(ax 4-b) sec x2 --a tan 2

8. (a) _ cosec	 f-, (h) -

(l	 v) tan X+x log cos x sec , (log •)1
(	 -	 tan2 (log x)	 -

9. (a) sec' x, (b) sec' x (c) use cos 2x -(cos X --sin x) X (cos X 4-sin x),

--(sin x+Cos x) it. (a) cct X, (b) cos X, (c)
2\,/x21

b _______ 

	

2T'	
(c)12.	 (a)	 ()	 j-i--1i

(d) —±.._ 13. (a)	 (1') (b
2 --a2) cosx

2 x-t-a2	 (1--tail x)2'	 (a sin x+b)2

(c)	 ---j 14. (a) 2 sin {2 sin` (cos x)}

b	 3 sin X	 ab	 ax -

s	 f8	
(C)	 [tan

(I) 
in cos (in sin-' x)	 L(e)e'	 6x2 tanx3
2 Vsjn(rn sin x)	 1 _2	 I	 I - x

15.---------
2v'l sec x2 	 COS
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Cos (log XVX17	 (8	
I -I-2x cot'' x)(x4-l)

see (') e	 (2

—(I 4(12 cos' bx)(x2Fax.c2)n_l

log cot -• —cosec x (x2-l_aX+a j
19.	 ub sin bx	 -

20 2	
+X2) tiln-t 	 tali-' .x

	

(I i--x 2) tan' x (/x cos	 - 3 sin T)

21.	 cot	 22. (2tt
	

23.	 24. tan 0 25. col I
2	 (1-21)	 I-1-t Cos t

1711. DIFFERENTIATION BY THE METHOD OF SUBSTITUTION

Sometimes we can reduce the given expression to be differentiated
to a much simpler form b y making a suitable substitution. To hit at the
proper substitution, a fair knowledge of trigonometry and algebra, together
with a good amount of practice is needed. We illustrate the method by
the following solved examples

Example 7, FInd the derivative of sin' i+x2

2x
Solution. Let y"=sin'	 - arid put X=tan 0.

then	
2tan

,V =sin	
I +tan2

 o = sin-' (sin 20)=-20

Now x='tan 0 givs 9—tan-' x.

20=2 tan' x	 (1)

Therefore, instead of finding the derivative of the given expression,
'e find the derivative of 2 tan x which is in much simpler form than the
iven expression. Differentiating (1) with respect to x, we get

dy	 I
dx	 l+x2

d,'.	 2x '	 2
Hence -lSIfl l+x2H.+.-2

2x \
Example 8. If y=tan

	

	
dy	 2

prove that -a--- =-

Solution. Put xtan 0 so that B=tan' x

	

2x -	 2tanG
y= tan 1--tan ( 1—tan' 0
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then y= 2 tan x. Differentiating w.r.t. x, we get

dy	 2
(I).	 I+x2

Example 9. Find the derivative of tan 3x— x 3
1-3 X2

Solution. Let y=tan' 3x—,
	

. Put x=tan 0 so that 0=tair' x
3x'

then	 y=tan-1 [3 tan 0—tan s
 0 ]tant (tan 30)==30

Y=3 tan- 1 x
Differentiating w.r.t. X, we get (1)'

	 3

Example 10. Find the derivative of (an-1	 x±
1— /QX

rSolution. Let	 tan _ __. Put V x =taJ) 0 atl(IV a=tan
I - v ax

r tan 0 f-tan	 1Then	 y= tan	 tan	 [tan ii + 41 --0-I
L 1--taIl 0 tan

Now V' X =tan 0	 0=tan1 \/ _X and \/a=tan	 v=tan'/a

Y= tan-' V X +tan 1 Y : I)itTrcntiating Wr.t X, WC gc

dy	 I	 I	 I
dx Th - x 2	 T(1±x

Example ii. Find the derivative of tan' 
VJ+xz_I

/rTz_
Solution Let y=tan'	 1

X

Put x=tan 0 so hat 0—tan' x then we have

_0-111
y= tan	 tan 0	

jtan_' [sec
 tan 0 J

r	 2 sin 2 (0/2)r I —cos 0	 _______________
=tan-'L sin 0 1=tarl [2 sin (0/2) cos (J
=tan-'[tan (f)]=:
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Y=	 tail-' X

1Differentiating, we get dy	 1
=. --a---	 i -l•
J± 2	 fly	 2

Example 12. If y sec	 show that -- =j-----.

Solution. Put x=tan 0 so that 0-tan x

	

_	 )=sect (I )5ec'(see 20)20

then Y- 2 tail - ' -V. Differentiating, Nye get

	

fly	 2
dx - 1 + X2'

a Sifl v-I- b cos .v	 dy
Eanip1c 13. If y:- 	 a( osx_bnx)'dx

Solution. Let a=r cos a, b=r SILl a SO that

	

Wsill x+b CLIS X	 sill __ t,'1
(X+X)

	

U cos .v -b sin x	 cos (x+ )

v-. ran-' [tan (.v -}a)] =X -f-a

Hence	 dy I , a being a constant.

Eaiiip1e 14. Differentiate ivith respect to x the function

\/ ( I +x)-- /(i_x)tat) '	 ___________________
77 t-x)+

Solution. Put Xs-COS 20, then

'l=	 l-1-0O52öa=V2 cos 0, \/l--X= v'T0'1 2Sifl 0

	

+x--J l--x	 1(COSO—SinO
- 
'°	 cos 0-I- sin 0

=tan' ()=tan 1 f tan' 1  —0 )= --01 -1 
tail 0

Y1it	 EOS1

dy	 i	 IHence - = _-- 	 --dx 2	 \/l—xi
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Example 15. Differentiate

	

tan-'	 "± w.r.t, cos-' x2.
V1±x 2 i 1--x

Solution. Let cos x'=u so that X2 =cos U, hence

\11 -X1 _S/ I -f-cos u=V2 cos it,

/1x2	 V2 Sin U

TT
Now	 y=tair'	

rcos4u-sinu

	

\/TTfV'1_x 2 	 LcOs Ju j i Jul

I—tan U\	 I Ictan	 )=tan ' tan 
(-a-T 

u )

	

I	 I

•	 dy
du

EXERCISE (II)

Differentiate with respect to x the following

1. (a) sill-' (2x V I-x2), (b) cos (I -2v 2), (c) sin' (3x-4x3)

2. (a) sin ( V1 I --X 2),	 (b) cos (2X' I), (C) cos (4x3-3x)

3. (a) sin' (i 2
	

). 
(b) cos'	 ), 

(C) tan' (--)

13x-x3\
4. (a) sec	 ±..	 (b scc'

)'	 , 
(c) tan'	 I_3x2)

( sin  \	 / /i—cosx
I+ Cos

5. (a) tan	 (b) tan 	
I-cosx )

(c)tan' k/I±x2+Vl_X21
7+x2 \/iT2)

6. (a) sec	 (b)	
(6x-8.z3 
1l2x )	

tan 3a 
2X -

331

ANSWERS

2	 3
I Hint. Put x sin 0 ; (a) and (b)	

(c) v'Tx'
--1	 -2	 -3

2. Hint. Put x=cos 0 ; (a)	 (b)	 -- , (c)
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3. H	 2	
i

	

int. Put x=tan 0 ;	 n each case.
1+x2

4. flint	 Put x tan 0 ; (a)	 (b)	 (C)

I
5. () Hint Express sill 

	
x1c=m T ; - --

(b) Hint. Express /cosx	 /Ltan	 ; --

	

I I -i-cos x	 .J 2 cos' (x/2)	 2

(c) Hint. Put x 2 -cos 0.

The bracketed exp.: tan(-
	 - --)

a	 63a

	

(a) ------_, (1,) .-----_
	

7, Hint. x-a tan 0,

1712, LOGARITHMIC DIFFERENTIATION

In order to find the derivative of (I) a function which is the product
or quotient of a number of factors or (ii) a function of the form
(variable)""'"', i.e, of the form [jx))*('), whercf(x) and g(x) are both
derivable, it is often advisable to take the logarithms of the function first
and then differentiate. The process of taking logarithm and then differen-
tiating is known as logarithmic differentiation. The following examples
will illustrate the method of logarithmic differentiation.

Example 16. Differerniate log[ e3. (_)1I31 
w.r.f. x.

Solution. [.et	 y'Iog [e3. (5x 3)i 

I3

,.'5x-3 \1l3
—loge -I-log

=3x log e +--- log

= 3x+) [log (5x-3)—log (4x42)]

Differentiating wy.z. x, we get

[3x4	 {log (5x_-3)---Iog (4x+2))]

==- (3X)+_[ log (5X_3)_ log (4x+2)]

=3+Tj3(5X_3)__2.d_(4X+2)

+1{5X3_4x+2
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Example 17. DW'erenliate (ax 2 ±bx-fc) eel tan (Ix-1- m) cos x w,rt X.

Solution. Let y =(ax2 -fbx-f . c) eel tan (lx+in) cos' x

Taking logarithms of both sides, we get

log y=n log (ax2 +hx+c)4-cx+log tan (lx-f-m)+log cos' x

Differentiating w.r.t. x, we get

1	 dy	 n	
d (ax2 + bx -f-c) -4- c

y	 Iv	 (1X 2 -fbx-I-C	 d

1	 d	 1
4-tan(lx-f'fl) — 

tan (Ix -fm	 -- (cog x)Cos- 1 X dx

n	 1
(2ax-4-b)+c+ sec2 (ix -I- n) . I

ax2 -J- f,x-4- c 	 tan (ix-f-m)

-1

dy	 5 n(2ax + b)	 1 sec2 (lx I'm)
ax2 -j-b

	
+c 4 - 

x4c	 tan (lx-I-Pfl)	 OS-IX/4

where y is given in (1),

Example 18. Differen!iate 
(X 2 - 1)4 /5 (3x+5) 2 1 7 e3'

(x-9)' 12 (2x-7)4	
w.r,r. X•

(x 2 -1)415 (3x+5)211 e'
Solution. Let Y= - (x9) 1 I2 (2x-7)4

Taking logarithms of both sides and using the theorems on logarithms,
we get

log yr— i log (.–. l)+ log (3x-}-5)+3x—. log (x---9)-4 log (2x-7)

Differentiating w.r.t. X, we get

1	 dy	 4	 1	
2x-l- 2
	

13+3-i--
y	

. --
3x4-5	 2	 x-9

.2

dy (x2 -1)4 (3x+5)217 e3
dx	 (x—.9)112(2x-7)'t

I 8x	 6	 _______
X L5(x2_I)+7(3x+5

Example 19. (a) If y=x', find
dx
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Solutiov. We have y—x

Taking logarithms of both sides, we have

log y==x log x

Differentiating w.r.t. x, we get
1	 (IY	 1

	

-	 —=logX+X. - = 1+log x

dy
-1-=-y(1+log x)=f (illog x)

(b) If yx' , find
JV

Solution. Taking logarithms of both sides we have

log y=log x =f log x

Differentiating w.r,i. x, we get

Idy	 d	 d

-- 
-r-X j— (log x)f log x a- (x')

But	 -	
X)=x (1 +log x) [From Example 19(0)1

	

1	 dy
- +log x. x (I 1-log x)

-	 [xx '+log x. f (1 +log x)]

Example 20. If x'=e-', prove thai dx (1. log x)t

[I,C.W.A., June 19851

Solution, Taking logarithms of both sides, we have
y log x=(X—y) log e	 . y(1 +log X)=X	 ( log e=l)

1+logX	

1
dy (l+logx). l_XXT log 
dx	 (I+ log x) 2	 0 + log x)

Example 21. Differentiate x a x (Sjn x)°" w,r,t. x.

Solution. Let	 y=x	 +(sin x)°'

Here we cannot take logarithms directly because
log (m+n),I--log m+!og n
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We now find the differenia1 coefficient of each term on R.H.S.
separately.

Let	 Ux'	 and v(sin x)' so that yu+v

•	 dy du dv

Now u=x"	 Taking logarithms of both sides, we get
log u=log (x'" ')=Ian X . log x

Differentiating wr.t. x, we have
1	 du	 I-
u 	 =tan X. -

x 
--l-log x. see, X

dx 

I
Again v=(sin x)°°". Taking logarithms of both sides, we get

log v=log (sin x)111 x = COS X log sin x

Differentiating,	 .	 =-cos x --------. cos x— log sin v . sin x
V	 dx	 sin x

dv rs2x
j-- =(sin x)"	 —log Sin x • sin x

 sin x

Hence LY =x" [ t an 
x _F log x . sect

cos2
+(sin	

r	
—

sin x	
log sin x . sin x

EXERCISE (IIJ)

I. If y=sin x cos x (log x) ex . tan-' x . x", find

2. Find the derivative of (a) (x + a) (x+b) (x-l-c) (x-4-d)
(x—a) (x—b) (x—c) (x—d)

(b) x'jx-4a'
/X1a1

"
3. If Y=(2-_x)(IT_

3—x
)	 find 

d

Differentiate  the following functions w.r.t. X:

4. (a) log 
[ex (.)3/4], 

(b) e5 P • ( V 2x'— I),

.x e5'
(C)	

(2x—I)"3
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x" (5_2x)2 °
(4_3X)314(7-_4X)*15 	 6. A.

7. (a) (1 +x 2 , (b) x"', (c) (x

8. ((1) X 10 8 ,	 (b) x 1ot 1 101 )

9, f + ax +f -- a, (a is constant)

10.	 a) (sin x)'° '-l-(x)' x	 (b) (cot x)Jlx -F-(tafl X)C

ANSWERS

1 Y cot x_tanX±+l+r.i7fT}

	

1	 1	 1
2. (a)	

1	 1
+	 +	 ;i

N
( 4 _2a?x 3 I-4&)
-2 - - a 2 ) 3 ' 2 (x2 - 4a

r3-xi'lç I	 I 
3 (2-x) 11 A-I1iY2(1±X)

3	 3	 2x3— 10x2+5
4 (a) I+T) 4(xf3)' (b)	

f/2x-1

x 2 e sx r	 2	 3	 2
(C) 

(3x+1)112(2I)1L51x2(3x±I)3(2x_1)

5.
x112(5_2x)213	 r 1	 4

(4.3x)314(7_4x)/5	 3(5-2x)	 4(43)I3(7 -4x)

6. xx(l+Iogx)

7, (a) 2(1+X)[_-j+ log (x+l)j. (1) X' .

(C) x	 j -4-2 log x) R. (2x'' 	 'log x,

(b) , 1o: (IQ	 } 
(i_4_IO (log X))

ax+ax log a+x x (1 +Iog x)
si

(a) (sin x)"'( cot x . log x+
logn x
--------)

x log

(b) (cot x)" I [cos x (log cot x)—sec x]
+(tan x)"' [cosec X — sin x log tan x].

9

10.
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1713. DIFFERENTIATION OF IMPLICIT FUNCTIONS

dy	
Sometimes y is not given directly in terms of x, the value of

can be found by differentiating the given equation term by term and

then separating 
dy
dx.

Example 22. Find	 if x3+y33axy.

[LC,W,A,, December, 1990]

Solution. We have

x3 +y3 = 3axy

Differentiating with respect to x, we have

3x21.3y2 
dy

	

	 dy
=-3a (y+x 

or	
dy- (3y2_3ax)=3ay_3x2
dx

dy ay—x2
or	

dx y2—ax

Example 23. If xvT	 -l y /J+x --- 0 , prove that
(ly	 I
dx	 (1+x)

Solution. From the given equation, we get

x/j_y/jj, which on squaring and rearranging gives
x1 —y I x 2y_y 2x=0, i.e., (x—y)(x+y+xy)--O
Thus	 x+xy+y=O	 [: x^y * x—y-7'-01

X
*

•	 dy	 (I +x) l—x. 1	 —1
•	 •.	 dx	 (l+x)2	 (I +X)"

Example 24. Find LY from the following equation
dX

x'y'--3x=5y.

dy
Solution. Differentiating, we get 2x-2y . 

dy
 +3-=5

2y4-+4-=2x+3
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dy (2y4- 5)
dx

•	 (I)' 2x-I-3
dX2yj-5

dy
Example 25. Find	 ifx3—xy2+3y2+2=0.

Solution. Differentiating each term w.r.t. x, we get

3x'-{-(--x. 24_y 2)±6y i-=O.

3x2-2xy dx

(6y-2xy) dy1	 32

dy	 Y2 - - 3X2
Hence	 -=

(IX —'2y(3--x)'

Example 26. Fifld Ly if ax t -j2hxy fhy2 -f-2gx + 2fy +c= 0.
dx

Solution. Differentiating the equation w.r.t. X, we get

 A-y	
dy

2ax±2/i(x %

(hx-f-by-1-f) _(1yy_=_(ax+hy+g)
dx

- axhy+g
dx	 hx -t by +f

xx_00

Example 27. If y .=x	 , prove that
dy	 y2

X d = I—y log x

x.., Co

Solution.	 y=x	 -=x

log y=y log X

Differentiating both sides w.r.t. x, we get

1 dy
' 1
	 dy

=
y dx

-
	x	 dx

dy f 1
Ix
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dy	 Y2

(Ix x(l —y log x)

_______
Hence	 x 

dy
—=	 —
dx l—y log x

EXERCISE (IV)

dyFind
dx of the following

1. (a) x 2 4-y2 ---2x=O, (b) X+3xy+y24.

2. X3+)X4y+yx=5	 3. sin y=x sin (a+y).

4. (x±y)m+xInyn S. Y._—X",

6. If Y = -"[sinX+ \/sin	 N/sin 	 prove that

dy COSX
dx 2y--1

ANSWERS

1—x	
b	 2x+3y1. (a)	

, *	 3x±2y

2 
dy	 (3x2+ lOxyi-y)	 sins (a +y)
dx	 x(5xTF	 sin a

4.	 —log y+ X sin y
x	 cos y log x—y'

1714. DERIVATIVE AS A RATE MEASURE

Differentiation is employed to measure the rate of change in a
dependent variable with reference to a minute change in the independent
variable. Let, the relation between two variable X and y be y=J (x)
and let 8x represent a given increase in x, theii 5y will be consequent
increase in y.

For a unit change in x, the change in y is

gy
represents the 'average' change in y per unit change in x in

the interval (x x+8x).

Now, as Sx approaches zero, the average rate Ly in the intervalax
(x, x+ x) becomes the actual rate at x.

I.e., urn Ly becomes the actual rate at x.
ax-,O 3X
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dy
I e. - becomes the actual rate at x.

dx

Hence

	

	 represents the actual rate of change in y per unit
dx

change in X for the particular value of c.

Or	 is the rate at which y is changing with respect to x.

Now, to find out a change in the dependent variable, I.e., 8y when x,
need not approach 0, we can use differentiation as an approximate
measure of change so that

SY21Y.
dx

This is because,	 y
dx

where e is a small quantity which vanishes in the limit.

Proof.	 5y=(dy + ) x
dX

dy
ax

(ty
dx

This is because tX approach zero as 8x.-0.

Hence	 by dy- . 8x
ax

Velocity. It is defined as a change in a given phenomenon with
respect to time. In business economics there is use of income velocity,
money velocity, credit velocity, etc. In science, this refers to the rate of
displacement or change of position with respect to time. For example,

If	 ftV)=31+t3

Then,	 f'(V) or	 ...(iI)

(ii) above refers to velocity.

Again if, J V)=2( 2 ±3t (where t stands for time units)

Then	 f'(V) or 
df V) 

=41+ 3
dt

Therefore, the velocity after 4 units of time is 4(4)+3-= 19
per Unit of time.
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Acceleration. It refers to the rate of change in velocity or a change
in the rate of change. Therefore, if velocity is expressed by
d 

acceleration is expressesd

d2V
by

This is because
(IV	 d	 d ,(IV

(V)
	 (1W

- (V)and
Tt
 'it

dt

I1IL;str ation. Given the function of speed as f(S)=31 + t' in t seconds,
calculate both velocity and acceleration after 2 seconds.

Solution. If	 f(S)_3t+(3

(If(S)

dt	
3+3(2

l2f(S)
and	 776t

Therefore, after 2 seconds
Velocity3 + 3(2)2 15

and	 Acceleration :=6 x 2	 12

1715. SUCCESSIVE DIFFERENTIATION

As observed in many of the preceding examples, the derivative of a
function of x is, in general, also a function of x. This derivative, which
may he called the first derived function, or the first derivative (of the func-
tion). may itself be differentiated, the result is accordingly called the
second derived function or the second derivative (of the original function).
If the second derivative is differentiated, the result is called the third
derived function, or the third derivative and so on. If the operation of
differentiation is performed oil function n times in succession, the final
result is called the nth derived function or the nth derivative of the
function.

NOTATIONS

1. If y denotes the function of x, then

d	 dy
the first derivative, namely - (Y), is denoted by

dxdx

1d
	the second derivative, namely 

d
- i -), is denoted by -b

(/2),
-dxjxx

r(Y)] 
i

	

the third derivative, namely • d— i y d
	

, s denoted by d3y
dx L4X dx dxs

and so on. On this way of writing,
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the oth derivative is denoted by 
d".Y

II. The letter I) is frequently used to denote both the operations and

d
the result of the Operation indicated by the symbol s-. The successive

derivatives of y are then Dy, D(Dy), D(D(Dy)}, ..., these are respectively
denoted by

Dy, D 2y, D3y .... . D1y.

1(1. Instead of the symbols shown in I and It, for the successive
dcrivativcs of y, the following are sometimes used, namely

Y"  _v'', v"', . . . ,

IV. If the function he denoted by Ax), its first, second, third,
and nth derivatives (with respect to x) are generally denoted by

1(x), 1(x), f"(x), ..., f'n(v) respectively,

	

(1	 C12 (/3 	 (j
also by	

- 
Jx),	 1(x),	 fix).

THE nth DERIVATIVE OF SOME SPECIAL FUNCTIONS

I.

	Uheii	 r1XTZ 1, 2
	 n(n - I )x'2,

and	 y, n(n— I )(n-2)..,3.2.l	 '--fl

II. y=(ax-i-h)'

Then	 = n(aX+b)' a,

y— flu? — I) (ax -I-- by-2 &.............

and	 y,= n(i— l)(n— 2),.. 3.2.1 (ax-f- b)'T"O'=n a"

Ill.	 y=e0

Then	 Y1 rrae, y2 =a 2 e°, y1 =& e', •..,	 an e

Iv.	 y= ax-F-b

(—fla - ____________
1 (ax -f-b)2 '	 2	 (ax+ b )3 .

(-1)(-2)(-3) ... (—n)a	 (-1)" It ! an

	

(ax +b)+ i 	(ax 4b)r+i

V.	 y=sin(ax+b)

	

y 1 =a cos (ax-l- b) =a sin	 I rc -l- (ax +b)]
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y2 =a2 cos I	 --f(axb)	 a 3 sin [2. -i-- -F(a-fb)]

[sin (ax±b)j s:Q S fl [n.	 Tc +((ix+b)]

VI.	 y.° cos (hx-1- c)

Here	 YmK =ac  cos (bx c) _be a sin (1,x+C)
dx

=	 (a cos (bx -f c)— b sin (hx-f c)]

Put	 a=-r cos 0, b -=r sin 0,

then	 r-	 and tan O=_

LY =e ft cos 0 cos (hx c)--r sin 0 sin (bx .f C))
dx

rre cos (bx-F-c+0)

e(a'-- b2)112 cos (bx -- c-i- tan-'

We see that to differentiate once, we multiply with ((j 2 +b 2 ) 1 / and

add tan'	 to (bx+c). To differentiate second time we shall have to
el

multiply with the square of (a2 fb2)' /2 and add 2 tan'	 to (bx fc) so

that we get
Wy	 2.1/2

_e (a2+b2 )
	

cos( bx-4- c -42 tan'T 

Therefore, to differentiate n times, we have to multiply by (a 2 ;- by)'

n times and add n tan' — to (bx-+c).

Thu5 -=-e (a2+b2	
112 

cos ( bx+ C + fl tan' a)

Example 28. if y-=a sin nx + b cos nx, prove that

+n'yO.dx2

Solution. We have 
(I.),- =an cos ?2.v—bn sin nx
dx

DI!TereI1iating again, we get
d dy\ d2y an2 sin nx—bn 2 cos nx

— n2 (a sin nx+ b cos nx)=—n7y
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the required result.

Exartp1e 29. Find the fourth derivative of log /3T7.

Solution. Let y-1og \/3X-j-4= - log (3x-f-4)

dy	 1	 13
(IX (3x3

	

34	
--	 -f4)

Again differentiating, we have

()	
(l)(3x+4)z . 3=--- (3x+3)-

dx 

Differentiating again, we have

(--2) (3x-4 4). 3=27(3Xt4),-3

Differentiating again, we have

d4y	 243
j- 27(— 3)(3x-f- 	 .	 243(3x±4)4-

ExrnpIe 30. Find	 when xa cos 0, yb Sin 0.
fix 2

dy
dy dO	 bcos0	 b

Solutio n . We have -- -	 -	 —cot 0
dx dx	 --asinO	 a

do

d2y	 b	 do	 b
(Iva (—cosec 0) -,, 

=3	 TX

dx	 (12y	 b
But	 —a sin 0, therefore dx2

dly

Example 31. /fx=- a (0—sin 0) and y:a (I —cos 0), find

Solut i on. We have	 =a(l — cos 0) and lt^- 	 sin 0
do	 A

2a sin - cos -
•	 dy/dO	 a sin 0	 2	 2 = cot

d	 dx/dO a(1— cos 0)	 20 sin' 0
	

2
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dly	 0	 1	 do	 1Then	 cosec?7	
-------a

	

sin'2
	 do

1	 1
2	 •02 srn

6
 2a sin 2	 4a sin'

Example 32. If Y == T (sin- 1 x)2 , show Mat

(1—x2 y21 --xy1 = I

Solution. We have y1r=	 . 2 sin-' x.

4.\/1X2V15jfl-1

Squaring both sides, we have

(I _x$)yi l =(Sin 1 x)2=2y

Differentiating both sides, we get

(1_x?). 2Y1y2•-2xy122y1

Cancelling out the common factor 2 y1 , we get

(l—x2)y2.--xy=1

Example 33. Ify(x±,/iT?)", show that
(I +x')y2 + XY1 m2y.

SoJ.tjon. We have y 1 =m(x+ /Ti)-1 [ i +
Vt + x

=m(x+/T2)1 (\/i+x)

MY

Squaring both sides, we have (1 +x2)y12==m2y2

Differentiating, we have (1 +xl)2y i)Yi +2xy1 2 =m 1 . 2yy1

Cancelling out the common factor 2y1 , we get

0 +x3)y1+xy1=m'y.
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Example 34. If y .r=2x-_, prove that

d2y dy
0,

dX I 	 fix
[I.C.JVA., June 19901

Solution. We have

dy --2	 2
(IX	 X2-

=2x!_4
dx

Differentiating again, we have
j2	 J- =4x
dx	 dx

dy d	 dy
x 9 — -f 

yx -- -4-x -- - 4x= 0

x 2 +X+x(2_)_4X0 From (2)]

(12y	 dy	 4
--4x-0

	

2)' + dv	 4
-( 

2X - ):O

(1 2y 	 /y

	

X2r,,+Xj__JO.	 [From (01

Example 35. if 2x=y h f4 +y 11 , then prove that

(x2_1)

[CA., May 1991]

Solution. We have

2x=y113±y/4

2 .	 yI4	 ±_	 y-514
4'	 'dx	 4 '	 ' (JX

or	 2— -- . y' . (y 14—y /4).

or	 Rj'-(y—y-t14) dx

or

Or

or

or

or

Or
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	Bu (y"4-y-1/4)1= (y"4 +Y -114)2 -4=4x2 - 4	 [From (1)]
yi/4.yi/4.2fjrj

Substituting this in (2), we have

8y=2/i
dx

or	 4)'- -/yj Ly
dx

or
dx

Differentiating again, we have

32y dy 
+(x2	2	

d2y

	

A \dX	 dx dx2
d2yor	 16Y=x-+(x2.l)

•	 dy dy
(x2-l).--

Exaxnple 36. If y x	 I
log--, then prove that

x

-	 4 3x0	 (C.A., November 1991]

SoItj0 . We have

yrX

=3x2 . log -+X8.

or	 Ly =3x t log-! --.x

6x1og+3x2.x.()_2x

=6x log -1-3x-2x

--6x log	 -5x

=-[3x2 iog J._ _ X2]_ 3X

	

-3x	 [From (1)J
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d2y 2 dy
+3x=Q

Example 37. if y=log (x+ /I1 j_x), show that
(!2 +X2) y-j-xy1 =- 0.	 [l.C.WA., December 19903

Solution. We have

y=log (x4- /1-j-x)

• 7]

[i+	 2]

___ rv'T2+x1
x+\/12 + x2 [ \/	 J

or	 4b/l2Ix2y1=O

or	 (121_x2)y12__0

Differentiating again, we have
(12+x2) 2y1y2+2xy1E=O

(l'+x')y2-Fxy1.0.

a stn1
Example 38. 1fyr-. e	 , then show that

( l— x 2 )y X ) = ay.

a
Solution. We have y1=e

asin x
A/ l--x2y1 ==ae	 =ay

(I __x2)y12=ay2

(1— x2)2y1y2-2xy11= 2a2yy1

Hence	 (1 —x2)y2—xy1=a2y

Example 39. If	 y-= sin (m sin-' x), then

(I_xt)y, —xy1 -- m'y=O

Solution We have y, = 'cos (in sin' x). m

y1 =rm cos (in sin-' x)

(1-x')y1 2 ==m2 cos2 (m	 x)
==,n2 ri — sin(m i-' x)j=m(1 yt)
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(1 ._x2)2y1y2_2xyj2r —2'n2yy1

Hence	 ( 1 +x?)y2__xy1_1n2y=•

EXERCISE (V

1. Find 
d2y

in the following

(a) y =(2+- x) sin x, (Li) y=xm e , (c) Y= xl tan' x
2. (a) Lfy=ax + bx2 -F cx 4d, find y3 and y4.

(Li) If y-= 1-9* _ , show that

3. (a) If y= ae"' -4- be '. prove that :(ç.; =m2y

(/'))(b) If y = a cos niOl- b sin mU, prove that dOI- -1'n2y=O

2y
4. If ysin	

d
ax, prove that -i + a2yO

'Ix-

5. (a) tfy=A sin (log x), prove that x2±xyy--0
(b) If y=sin (sill 	 prove that y+y1 tan x 4-y cos2 xO

6. (a) Ifye cos x, then y4 4 4)'=O
(b) If y—e' cos 2x, then show that

dzy	 dy
d2 

j-+5y==O

7. If y=Ae2 +Bxe2x, where A and B are any constants, then

show that 4112 —4
dy

_ -t-4y-- 0,IX

8. ffyA(x+V'ii)n ±B(x_ 4x 2 l), then prove that
(x-- I)y2±xy1_112y=0

9. Ify=x sin (log x) -x log x, then

—X_ +2y_x log

10. Ify=i Ti+ i/x_ i, prove that
d2y	 dy	 I(xt-_1)_ +x-=---y

11. (a) Y=sin-' x, show that
d2y 	 dy

(l_x
2
)d.
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(b) If y =e lanIx prove that (1 X2) y + (2X-- 1) Y1O

12. If Y = log (x I- V'2), then (1 fx 2) y2-I-xy1=0

13. If y = cos (m sin x), show that (I —x 2) y2	 2y

14. (a) find	 when x=a1 2 and y=2at

(b) Given that x=a cos3 0, y=b sin3 0, find 
(/1)7

(f2y
(C) I1xa(O+sin 0), y=a(l-cos 0), find

15. Ii =et (cos 1 + sin 1), y = e' (cos t sin 1), show that

	

dy	 d2y	 I- - -- tan 1,	 = -	 see1'

	

(Ix	 dx	 2

	

l—t	 21 d2y
16. If x=-- y-= -', find -

	

1±1	 I -i-:	 dx2

ANSWERS

(a) y2= (1) y 2 ==,n(nj - l)x" - 2e" 1- 2mnx m 1 e' + n2x"e"

2x(2-,, x 2 )	 1	 b
(C) V2	

(I _+x2)2 
+ 2 tan	 -v 14. (a)	 (b) 

3a Cos' 0 sill 0

(c)

	4a cos4 o
	 16. 0.

1716. MACLAUR1N'S SERIES

1. Suppose	 f(x)=a+bx

and we wish to investigate whether the constants a and b can be represented
in terms of the special values of 	 at say x=O.

If we put x-0 in (I), we obtain

f(0) a

Now differentiate (1) ;f(x)=b

To correspond with the above we will again put x=O in this and
obtain	 f'(0)=b

a+bx=ftO)f-xf'(0)

II. Suppose	 f(x)=a+bxl-cxt

Again	 f(0)a
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(3)
Differentiate (2),

Differentiate (3),

f'(x) b-f-2x

f'(o) b

f (x)=2c

P(0)=2c or c=f(o)

+bx+ 
CX2JO)+xf'(0)+

x2
f"(0)

whe
rcf(o) means that we have differentiated the given function Q-- bx+cxatwice and then place xO

III. The student should assume 	 and showthat in this case

Jtx) f(0)+xf'(o)

IV. We may now prove the general theorem. Assumitig thatf(x) is afunction that call 	 epan(1ed in ascending poweis O f .x. let

f(x)0L X
	 -X-	 x3-	 (4)

We wish to find the unk nown co-efficients 00, 0 1 02 ,	 a, ,terms of the value of fix) ar*t its differential cocflicjepts at X ft
Put xO in (4), we have

Now differentiate (4) and note that
n
fl!(	 1)1

We have

f'(x)=a+ f x+20 x2 ± . . f T1X 2 1+...	 (5)

Put x= 0 ill this

Differentiating (5), we have

p(x)a,+
_-

, X_+...+
  
	

(6)

Put x=. 0 in this

P(0)
Differentiate (6), we have

(7)
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Put X=-O in this

Proceeding in this way. we will find that

fl , (0) --- a,

fOf n=l, 2, 3,

We have now obtained Maclaurin's scries which states that iff(x)
a be expanded in ascending powers of x. thc ii

f(x)J0i 1! f ( 0)+ ! RU3! J(())	 n!

Example 40. By Maclaurin series expand a' and prove f/rat

1	 1	 1

2! 34!"

	

Solution. Here f(x)=e',	 f(0)=e._l

	

f'(x) er,	 J"(o)= I

	

.f"(x)e',	 f"(0)=i

	

f"'(x)=e',	 ["'(0)	 1 and scion.

By Maclauria's series we know

	

fi x ) f(Q)+xf'(o).4	 (o 1	 (ffl-...

	

\2	 x

x 2 	 x3

	

± -. , +	 ±

Putting x 1, we get

e-=2	
2 ! ± 3! T ..............

Ex21rnpc 41. Find the coefficient of x;r in the expansion of
(1+ax-1-bx 2) e

Solution. We know that e1_xj-X1_1±

........	
(n—fl	

J)n

(1±ax--bx) e ' = ( 1 f ax + bx2 )	 Ix +,_ 3 ,+ .........

	

±(_l)n_2 (nYi'	 (n—i)i' n!}
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The term in the given expression involving the nth power of x isgiven by

	

(-1)" 2 bx2.	 (- 1)'-¼'x.	 1)'

It	 a
n	

1)
—2)!(n_1)!	 X

Hence the required coefficient is

LL
?n !(n—j) L(n-2) !

Exary j,le 42. Expand sin x in ascending powers of x applying
Maclauri,'s expansiol: hence obtain the expansion of cos X.

Solut ion.	 Ax):-sin x,	 1(0)—sin 0=0

	

f(x ) = Cos x,	 f'(0)=cos 0=1

	

fi(x)= —sin x,	 f(0)=sin 0=0

	

f(x)= cos x,	 f"(0)=•--cos 0= I

	

f'(x)=sin x,	 f'(0)=sjn 0=0
E vidently f(0) is zero whenever it is an even integer and + I and- 1 alternately when 11 is an odd integer.

Now Maclaurin's expansion is

	

X 2	 3

Ax) =f(0)+xf(o)	 fW+!f"(o)+...
Substituting the values of Jtx). f(0), P(0), f"(0).....we get

sill x	
2!

	

X3	 x 5	 x7=x-

Differentiating both sides, we get

Cos X	 3x2 5x4

	

X2	 x'1	 T+	 ...............

Ea zpIe 43. Apply Maclaurin's expansion for expanding log (I x),
log (1 -x), in ascending powers of x and deduce the expansion of log

Let f(x)=log (1 -+x) J0) =log 1=0
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—1,

	

f1(x) -	 6 and so on.

X X2
log([ l.x)0f i!12! ( f (2)- (-6)-...

xy X 3 x 

Changing the sign of x i 7 i result (1) we have

log (1--x)—X	 -	 (2)

Subtracting (2) from (1), we get

	

log (1 +x)-log (I --x)=-2x+ 2x
3 	2.\-

	

-s-.	 -- --

X3	 XSlog- ±T
The student may note that unfortunately log x cannot be expanded

by Maclaurin's theorem, since iff(x) log x, f(0) is infinite and so is P(0),
f"(0), f"(0).

EXERCISE (VI)

I. Use Maclaurin's theorem to expand the following functions

(a) e 5 , (b) log (1-2x), (c) sin ax, (d) cos bx, (e) (1+x)".

2. Prove by Maclaurin's series

x 2 	 x4
+ 2

	

X2	 X4
3. Prove that x sin x -l- cos x=-1-l--- _---_-_

4. Prove that e'	 1 -x+ L X 2 -

2	 22
Prove that e l cos x = 1 -f-x--	 x4 *

ANSWERS

(5x) t (5 )3

j,	 (a) e5=15x+---i--+-j--i-+...
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(b) log (1

a8x3 a6x6(c) sin

b2.2 b'x(d) cos bx=lT_...

(e) (1 +x)"=I—,

1717. INCREASING AND DECREASING FUNCTIONS
If yrf(x), then y is said to be an increasing function of x at the

point x='x1 if

dy	 'dyat x x>0, i.e., ( d-_ )	 >0,x 'x=x,
and it is said to be a decreasing function of x at the point x=x if

dy	 idyat 	 <0dx	 (IX

Convexity or Concavity of Curves. If a curve is a straight line

then its first derivative or /i. is equal to some vilue positive or negative

depending on whether it is increasing or decreasing but it is the same at
all points and its second derivative is equal to zero. Its rate of change
does not change and is constant, therefore, acceleration rate is zero.

Jf the curve is concave upwards or convex downwards its rate of

eychange will accelerate and L will be positive or >0. If, the curve is
concave downwards an(l convex upwards, its rate of change will decelerate
and L2Y will be negative or <0. These two situations are shown below

(i) Concave upwards and 	 (ii) Convex upwards and
convex downwards, 	 concave downwards.
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17 18. POINTS OF INFLEXION

There can be a situation where the above two positions may be com-
bined as in the following diagrams

F. (i)

At point P in both the curves
ITX-

being perpendicular to y-axis. But
dx

figure (1) and negative in figure (Ii),

Fig. 00

is equal to zero, the tangents

at all other points is positive in

As is evident	 is first positive and then negative in figure (I) and

the reverse is the case in figure (II).

But	 is equal to zero at point P in both. Hence it is the point of

inflexion. The conditions, therefore, are

(1) 4K =O, however, this is not a necessary condition.
dx

(ii)
dy 

0, this is a necessary condition.	 I
d3 Y(iii) --j60, it may be positive or negative

but it is a necessary condition.

dy is not equal to Zero in the side diagram

But the other two conditions will hold good	 o
in this case.	 X

Example 44 Given the function y=x 3 —3x 2 -i-3x, find the point of
inflexion.

Solution. Now !L =3x^--6x+33.'-6x±3
ax
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The first condition is 
dy
-
dx

ie.,	 3x2-6x+3=0
3(x 2 -2x+ 1)=0, i.e., 3(x- 1)2 0

x==1

Thus	 =0, when x=- 1.
dx

d2y
The second condition is

6x-h=0, i.e., 6x=r6

Thus	
cJ2;

--0 when x-1
d2

dy
Now

	

	 - 6 which is not zero.
dx

The point of inflexion is X-= I and y	 I or (1, 1).

Example 45. Show that the function y=-xe has a point of Inflexion

at x_2.	 [C.A., November 19911

So1utio. We have
y=-rxe

(IV (__e)-e' (I—X)
dx

(12y (-I)+(1 ..x)(-e-')

=e- ' (x-2)

dy
and

	

	 =-e' (l)+(x-2)(-C)
dx

=e (3--x)

For point of inflexion we must have

d2y d3y
-=0 and

d'y --0	 e-' (x-2)0	 : r2
d 

and>c.dx3 x2

Hence x=2 is the point of inflexion.
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Example 46. Show that the Curve y=x' (3--x) has a point of
inflexion at the point (1, 2). 	 (C.A.. May 19911

Solution. We have

y =- x2 (3—x)=3x2—.3

dy
--=6x-3x2
(IX

d2y

(Ix

d3y
dx	

6

For point of inflexion, we must have

d2y
=() and

dly
(4i 	 x=1

dy
and	 <0

When X1,y3(I)2_132.

Hence ( 1, 2) is th' point of inflexion.

1n9. MAXIMA AND 1711INIMA,

(a) A function f() j. .s id to hace attained it au ' vinjunj value at x = a
If the function ceases to incr	 e and begins (0 decrcise r( x=a.

(h) A function Jx	 said to have attained its minimum value at
b if the function CCaSL'S :i decrease and begins to increase at x= b.

Suppose that the foIowing figure shows thc graph of some function
of x • The points P2 , P4 are called ,naXirflutfl points of the graph, the points
F 1 , P3 are called ,ninimun points. The function has a maximum value
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1Y2 1 2 when xON 2 ; and a maximum value NP, when x=0N4. Again,
the function has a ininiiauui value N L PI when x=O N and a minimum
value iV 3 P3 when =-ON. Notice that in this case the minimum value
at P is greater than the maximain value at P4.

It should be noted carefully that according to the definition given

above it is clear that

(i) the maximum' and 'minimum' values of a function at a point
does not mean the greatest' and the least' values of the 1unctoii but only
signifies that it is the greatest and the smallest value of the function in the
immediate neighbourhood of that point,

(ii) the function may have several maximum and minimum values.
(iii) maximum and minimum values occur alternately,
(iv) some of the mnitujmnui-n values of the function can he greater than

some of its maximum values.
(y) maxima are like mountain tops and minima like valley bottoms.

,vi) The maximum and minimum values of a function together are
also called the extreme values of the function.

(vii) points at which a function has a minimum or a maximUfli value
arc classed together as turning points, and the maximum and minimum
values are called turning values.

Criteria for Maxima and Minima. (a) When y•f(x) is maxi-
mum at a point say xa, by definition, it is an increasing function for
values of x which just precede a and is a decreasing function for values

of x which just follow 0,i.e., its derivative A is positive	 just before

x=a and negative just after Q Thus at the point x=a

	

	
dy

changes sign
thc

dy
from positive to negative. But 	 being a continuous function of x can

change sign from positive to negative only by passing through zero value.

Thus 
dy

dx

Hence for it maximum value of the function at a point.

i) —=0 and
dx

(ii)	 changes sign from +ve to — ye at that point.
GIX

(b) When yf () is minimum at x=0, by definition, it is a decreas-

ing function just before xa and an increasing function just after
x-= a, i.e , its derivative is negative just before x =a and is positive just

after x ' a, rhus at	 O,	 changes sign from negative to positive
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values, Butbciug a continuous function can change sign from

negative to positive values only by passing through Lcro value. Thus

0
(IX

I Icuce for a 111 j il injuril value of the function at a point,

(i) =0 and

•	 (ly(ii) changes sign from -VC to -t- ye at that point.

Modification of Second Condition. For a maximum point,	 changes

dy i
Stgil from -1- ye to --v'. I his means that -- s a decreasing function.

1x

of x.
j2

• [Is dit1eremtmal coefficient, i.e.dx

Similarly, for a minimum point, 	 changes sign from ye to + ye.

This means that	 is an increasing function of .v,

Iv, dit1ential coefficient, i.e.
(Ix's

I Icuce, the modified conditions for maximum and minimum pointS
can he stated as follows

For a rnaImum point
dv

(1)	 =	
d2y

dx

For a minimum point:
dy 0.	

d2y

17X

	

	
J,2(ii)

Working Rule for fiuiding Maximum and M1,iiniult1 Values
of a function

First Method
dy

Step I. Find	 for the given function yr-f (x)

Step Ii. Find the value or values of x which make LY zero. Let
dx

these be a, Ii, C,
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We shall test these values of maxima and minima in turn.

Step UI. To test x=a, study the signs of	 for values of x slightly
<a and for values of x slightly >a.

If	 changes sign from +ve to —vc, then y=f(x) has maximum
value at x=a and max j, =-f

clyIf on the other h:Lnd, -
dr

	

 changes sign from	 ye to -- ye, then itit
has a minimum value at x=a and mm y=f(a).

If (Ij^does not change sign, then x= a is a point of inflexion.

Smi]arly test the other values of X found in step H.
Second Method

Step I. Find	 for the given function y=f(x).

Step II. Find the value or values of x which make A zero. Let
these be a, h,	

A

Step II).	 Find 1
1!y

dx2

Step IV. Put x=-a in	 if the result is — y e, the functioit is
maximum at x =a and wax. yf(a).

If by putting x= a in	 the result is -1-- ye, the function has
minimum value at xa and win. y—f(a).

Similarly lest other values 5, C,... of found in step ii.

S t eep V. When	 =0 for a Particular value xa (say), then we

either employ the first method or find 
d	 and put X=c2 succes-

sively in these derivatives.

We tabulate the result as
Maximum	 Minimum
dy	 dyNecessary condition	 =0

Suitcicnt condition	 =0, -<O
dx	 dx2	 (1,1Cdx
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Example 47. Investigate the ina.,Jina and minima of the function

2x 3+ 3x -- 36x • JO.

Solution. Let y denote the given function of x.

Then	 --=6x2±6x-36
dx

6(x2.fx_6)=6(x_2)(x+3)

The function has turning values where

	

	 -0, i.e.. at x2 and
dx

To find whether these values are maxima or minima, we must exa-

mine the sign of 	 near these points.
dX

If x>2, 6(x--2)(x-l3) is 4ye.

If 2>x>-.-3, 6(x-2)(x ]- 3) is -- ye.

If x< - -3, 6(x--- 2)(x-f 3) is -1- ye.

Therefore, when x is just less than 2, L is -lye and when .v is just

greater than 2, -,dy is -I- ye, i.e.. xrr2 makes y a minimum.

At this point Y- 16+ 12-72+ 10=-34

Again when x is just less than-3, 	 is -1- c, and when X is just

greater than —3, - is — ye, i.e., x=--3 makes y a maximum.
dX

At this point,	 x=-54+27+lO8+lO91.

Example 48. Find the extreme values of the function x3e.

Solution.	 y.X3e"

`d 	 (e-)+e--'- (x3)

=x3[e (— l))+e.3x2

=ex[3—x)	 (1)

dy = 0	 e x'.(3—x)z=0
dX

e_'=0 or x 2 =O or

xr=corX=Oor x=3
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For xr-rO

When x is slightly less thaii 0, 	 r=(l) (+) (+)=(+)

dyWhen x is slightly greater than 0, -- rr(}) (+) (-I-)=(+)

Thus 
dy

does not change sign as X passes through 0.(IX

x- 0 gives neither a maximum nor a mini,nunl value.
For i= 3.

yWhen x is slightly less than 3, d -=(--)(IX

dyWhen x is slightly greater than 3, ,IX 	 (4) (---)—( )

So x-3 gives a maximum and the maximum value is
M) 33 e-3==27e--3

For

When x is slightly less than	 ,	 4y- :-.( ) 
(+) (—)-

dyWhen x is slightly greater than c ,	___n(f.) ( .) 
(__) (—)

dySince	 does not change sign, hence x = o does not give niaxinlurndx
or minimum value.

Example 49 Given1L .	 I, Prove that xy has a rnaAi,numa	 b

value

	

	 ab when x=	 andy	 (a> 0; b>0)	 [C.A., May ''iSolution. Let F=xy

	

:^ X b(	 X-[.. x	 ya	 +,1
x=b (x_)

	

dF	
(i?)

a
OF 2b

<0

F will be maximum if dF
- =0 anddx
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dF	 /	 2x'	 a

	

-	 0	 hI l---.)t)

	

dx	 \.	 a

y=b(	
)

	

a	 I	 b
When X'-	 Y-	 i

E=xy= 1
4
 ab

Hence xy has a maximum value .- ab when

a	 b
X =--- and y=-2

Example 50. Find the maximum and minimwn values of the
function

2	 1
.x4	 x2 -6xf S.

Solution. Letf(x):: 
_ 

X 3 
+T

I X2 6x±

f(X):2x2+x_.6=(Xl.2)(2x_3)

--0,atx=-2,

f"(x)==4x* 1

(i) at x	 2, .1(v) 4(— 2) +], i.e., negative.

Hence 1(x) has a maximum at X —2.

(ii) at x =	 1(x) =4.	 + I, i.e. positive.

Hence f(x) has a maximum at X

Example 51. Find the maximum and minimum values of the

fimct ion
x4 .- 2x3 - 3x - 4x + 4.

Solution. Let f(x)=x4 -l-2x3 -3x2 -4x+ 4

f'(x)4x3+6x2-6X-4
=2(x+2)(2X+ l)(x— 1)

Now	 f'(x)=O	 x— —2,—i, I

To 6nd the maximum and mirimum values we have to test these
values in the second derivative of the function which is

f "(x)= 12X 2 +  I 2x— 6
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(1) When x-=r-2,f'(x) is >0 or positive.
1(x) attains minimni atx=-2

(ii) When x=— ,f(x) is <0 or negative.

A-0 attains a maximum at x	 ,

When x=l, 
d2y
-p-->O or positive

1(x) attains a minimum at xv 1.

Hence the mimlitnurn values of the function are
f(-2) =( _2)4+2(_2)3._3(-2)2_4(_2)+4o

f(1)=1-j-2-3--4.F4 -0
and the maximuni value is

f(-. )	 J)'+2(— J)

Example 52. A company has examined its cost structure and revenue
structure and has determined that C time total cost 1? total revenue, and x the
number of units produced are related as

Cr-s 100+ 0'015X 2 and R=3x

Find the production rate x that will maxitnise profits of the company.
Find that projit. Find also time profit when x-s- 120.

Solution. Let P denote the profit of the company, then
P== Revenue —costR —C

3X_ (100-f 001 5x 2)=3xIO0 1000x

dP	 30v
dx	 1000

For max. mm . values 
dP

 dx

30x3--- 6 =0, i.e. x==100 units.

d2P	 3also 
dx
--i-	

01
= - ---

0 
, which is — ye when x= 100.

Profit is maximum when x=IO.

Maximum profit=3 x 100-0015 x (100) 2 . 100
= 300-100-150=50 rupees.

Profit when x= 120 is

P=3 x 120— 100-0015 x (120)'
360-100-2I644 rupees.
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Etmple 53. By an 'Economic Order Quantity' we ineati a quantity
Q, which when purchased in each order, minimizes the total cost 1' incurred
in obtaining and storing material for a certain time period to Jilfil a given
rate of demand for the material during the i/tue period.

The material demanded is 10,000 units per year the cost price of
material Re. I per wilt, the cost of replenishing the stock of material per
order regardless of the size Q of the order Is Rs. 25 ; and the cost of storing
the material is 12 per cent per year on the rupee value of average quantity
Q12 on hand.

250000 Q
(i) Show that 1=10,000 + '-_--- -i-.

(ii) Find the Economic Order Quantity and the cost 1 correspondmg 10

that.

(iii) Find the winl cost when each order is placed for 2 i)() units.

Solution. Let x be the number of units made in sCli production
run. We shall assume that alter a hatch has been made. lie 2 unLS ill
batch are placed in inventory and then used up &withdrawn ' an LtiventorY
at a uniform rate such that inventory is zero when the next batch appears.
This last assumption permits us to use the average Q,, 2 to tormutate
inventory cost.

The cost structure is the cost of obtaining (purchasing) 10,000 articles
at Re. I each	 = Rs. 10,000

Q number of articles being the lot size, the number of production

runs (batches) per year 	
I 0,000

The cost of replenishing the stock or material, i.e., cost to make the
factory ready for production

10,000	 2,50,000

	

=-25x----Rs.	
Q

The average inventors	 number and its cost

Q	 Q-	lx	 -Rs. -i--

The cost of storing material at 12 per cent on the rupee value per

0	 125 Q
year	 x	 =	 rupees

Hence total cost 1 10'000+2150100-0 +Q
Q	 16

	

dT	 2,50,000	 I
(ii)	

•i=_	 Q2
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dF
But for max. or ruin, value	 =0

-.2,50,00 +
	

01 i.e. Q -12000

Q being quantity purchased cannot be negative, rejecting the
negative value, we get Q=2000 units.

d2T 500.000Also	 :---r._- is positive, when Q = 2000

Flence 'I is miitimuiu when Q 200() units.

Total lii iii iii tim cost T- 10,000	
250,00	 2000

+ 2000	 16

(I'y putting Q 2000)
[0,011)0+1254 125

-[0,250 rupees
(iii) Now cost when each order is placed by 25(0 units is given as

fo llows

T 10,()00 +	 +	 Rs 1026525

Exam pIe 54. The demand function far a particular commodity is
)'-. 15e-o for Ox	 . where u is the price per Uflit 00(1 x is the number ofunits cje,nan,li',l 	 Determine t)' 1irjr' and the quantity for which the revenue
is maximum

(Hi rit_	 Revenue	 I? r_)' A)

Solution. Demand, y— 15 . c'' 3 , for 0x8
Revenue, R =xy - 15X .

For niaxlmisM i oti of' re venue, we lie
di?	 '	 15
-	 I Sc '3 -( -. -i-- )xe

15e X/34 5e'13

dR
dx =0	 3e'i.-xe/ =0

Either x=3 or e-113 0. i.e. r oo(absuz-d)

"!Also d7..,  <0 or negative when x=3.

Ucnce the maximum profit is. yieIdd by substituting x= 3 in the
revenue equation.

x
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EXERCISE (VII)

Find the maximum and minimum values of the full owing functions:

1. x 3 — 2x---4x—f

2. 2x'— 15x 2 i 35x1-12

3. -l-.2.a--- 3xa2

4	 (x .-2(v _3)5

5. (a) Show that	 1, his 11)2 \iIUhi in value wheti
and X 0, a minimum value when x 3.

(h) Show that •v 1 —. 3v2 f 3x-7 has pitI'c a n)axjnitim nor (1

minimum value.

6. Prove that the curve given by 3y-- x - 3.— 9x-1- 11 has a maxi-
mum at x	 1, minimum at x = 3 and U point of inflexion at .v J.

V.	 lii' .	 +	 2	 1, orove that	 is negative when x lies
t Ix

I	
.v	

1between --. and I. What banpen i

	

s f	 -	 or X-z I

8. Find the tnaxiini.Inl and the minimum values of the function
-	 5x3 - 1.	 D;ctiss its nature at Xr_ U.

9. The dill'r renec of two numbers is 100. l'he square of the larger
(InC exceeds five times the square of the Smaller one by an amount
which is maximum. Find the numbers. 	 [CA., November 19881

[Hint. Let the numbers be x and y(x> y), then x --y= 100 and
x 2	 h or	 - 5 (x -- 100)2.

(f/i	 d2/i
---=r2x l0(x -100) and	 =- S 0, --0 - x-125,dx	 (IX'	 (Ix

yr25)

hO. State whether )'=x - 6. + 13 has maimnm or a minimum
value. Find the value.

11. The cost C of manufacturing a certain article is given by the
formula

C= 5 ... 4. 3x2

where x is the number of articles manufactured. Find minimum value
of C
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12. A company finds that it can sell out a certain product that it
produces, at the rate of Rs. 2 per unit. It estimates the cost function

of the product to be Rs. [l000f '- . (
	 )2]ior q units produced.

(I) Find the expression for the total profit, if q units are produced
and sold.

(ii) Find the number of units produced that will maximize profit.
(iii) What is the amount of this maximum profit ?
(iv) What would be the profit if 6000 units are produced ?

13. By an economic lot size', we macall a lot size (x) which mini-
mizes the total cost (1) incurred in obtaining and storing material
for a certain period to fulfil a given rate of demand for the material during
the time period.

[he material demanded is 10,000 units per year, the cost of material
is Rs. 2 per unit, the cost of replenishing the stock of material per order,
regardless of the sire order (x), is Rs. 40 per order, and the cost of storing
material is 10 per cent per year on the rupee v?Jue of the average

inventory ( -- ) oil

-	 .(m) Show that 120,O0O+ 4,00000—+ xX	 10
(ii) Find the ccoiioniic lot size.

14. A firm has to produce 144,000 units of an item per year. It
costs Rs. 60 to make the factory ready for a product run of the item
regardless of units x produced in a run. The cost of material is Rs. 5
per unit and the cost of Storing the material is 50 paise per item per year on

tile average inventory ( - ) in hand. Show that the total cost C IS

given by

C=720,000±
X	 4

Find also the economic lot size, i.e., value of x for which C is
mini mu mm

IS. A company has to manufacture 36,000 units of an item per year.
It costs Rs. 250 to make the factory ready for production run of the
item regardless of units . produced in a run. The Cost of material
per unit made is Rs. 5 and it costs 50 paise per year for each unit for

storing on all average Inventory 
X
	 hand. Show that total cost C is

given by

250x 36000 +1,80,000+
X	 T
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Find also the economic Lot size, i.e., value of x for which C is
flhiflhiTiUIlL

16. A company notices that higher sales of a particular item whici
it produces are achieved fly lowering the price charged. As a result the
total revenue from the sales at first rises as the number of units sold
increases, reaches the highest point and then falls off. rhis pattern of
total revenue is described by the relation

y.-40,00,000—(x--.2000)2
where y is the total revenue and x the number of units sold.

(i) Find, what nuiuber of units sold maximizes total revenue
(ii) What is the amount of this maximum revenue ?

(iii) What would be the total revenue if 2500 units were sold 7

17. A sitar manufacturer notices that he can sell x sitars per week
at p rupees each where 5x- 375-3P. The cost of production is
(500 -f- 13x - x) rupees Show that the maximum proilt is ohttitiCd when
the production is 30 sitars per %cck.

18. if the demand function of the monopolist is 3q-98 4p and
average cost is 3q -2 where q is output and p is the price, tind m.IXlmUifl

profit of the monopolist.

ANSWERS

I.	 Max. value 13 and Min. value -- 9.

2. Max. value 40 at x=2 and mm. value 39 at x.-3.

3. Max. value 9a at x=-3a, min. value 	 at x==.a

4. Max. value 0 at x=r=2, min. value 60 55	28 at x=-. Neither max.

nor mm. value at x- 3. It is a point of inflexion.

tO. Mm. value of y=4 at x=3.

2 12. (i) Rs. [ 2q-3-0— 10001, (ii) 50000 (iii) Rs. 4000

(Iv) Rs. 3800 13. (ii) 2000 N. 4000 15. 6000 16. (1) 2000,
(ii) Rs. 4,000,000, (iii) Rs. 3,150,000 IS. Rs. 3375.

17*20. PARTIAL DIFFERENTIATION

In earlier sections, we considered a function in the form,

Y=f(x)
There y was a function of the single independent variable x. However in
Practice, very rarely we come across such a situation where a variable is
a function of a single independent variable. Generally it is found to be
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a function of several variables. For example production may be treated
as it function of labour and capital, price may he a function of supply and
price of the substitutes, etc.

Consider the following example
If V is the volume of a right circular cylinder of radius F and height

Il, we know

Now suppose that the height I: remains constant while the radius r
changes. Since h is constant it may be considered as another constant
like n and on differentiating wit. r, Nye have

/ dV'
-	 )	 =(itli) - 2r,
ar - 	 cOIst,nt.

giving the rate of- change in V with respect to r when Ii remains constant.
Similarly, if r is a constant while h varies

7
I	 =(17r).

1,/ r consint.

This notation, which shows precisely what has been done, is rather clumsy,
therefore a special notation is introduced. We write

-	 - 2r
ar

and	 --
av

-.r-r-r2 . 1
h

The curly' a' is used to show that the expression to be differentiated
Contains more than one variable, and that we regard as constant all but
the one used in the denominator on the left-hand side. We differentiate
in the usual way with respect to this stated variable, treating all the
others as constant.

Let U he a function of two independent variables x and y, we write
this sy mbolicall y as

?t=f(x, y)

Now we ma y consider a change in u corresponding to a change in X,
keeping y as constant. Or, we may consider change in u correspondingto a change in y, x being kept fixed. Under these assumptions

f or	 tim
xO

is known as partial derivative of ii w.r.t. x,

and	 Or	 I [f(rYY)_f(x, y)
Y	 y-.oL

is known as partial derivative of U w.r.t. y,
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Illustrations.  I. Find the first order parihzl derivatives of
x2 4-6Xy y=O

Solution. Let	 z:J(X, y ) x 2 •6xy-4•y

Treating y as Constant and dil1crenti:iting partially with respect to v, we
have

17	 3
(x+6 y fy2)

ax Px

=	 (Z) 4	 - (6xy)x	 ax

-(X2) f6y WI-0

r:2X1 6y

Again	 (,X 2 -f-6xy+y'!)

(x)4-	 (6vy)	 a. (x)ay	 ay	 dy

6	 (y) {- 5y (y 2 )	 x is constantj

6x 2v.

3u
2	 If u e' , , find	 (lUdi

ax	 aj,

Solution.	 (e' )e'Y	 -- (vy)

V y

	

	 y e

ax

au

y ay

(e)=e

a)'

V	 (y) :'V

3. Ifu= 3y3 z4 +6x- . 7v 4- 9: findf-

au
Solution.	 -	 y 3 z 4 .7x -f

ax

au =x2z4.3y23-7

all

az
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4. Given below is a function of profit with two variables Q 1 and Q2

- 60+ 140Q 1 -- 100 Q2_- 10Q 1 2 —8Q,,2 — 6Q1Q2

Determine the opthnum values of Q and Q2.

Solution. Treating Q2 as a constant and differentiating w.r.t. 21
we have

140+0-20Q---0--6Q2

140-20Q,-6Q,

a AnAlso	 0+000-0-16Q2-6Q1

- =100—l6Q2--6Q1

Now taking the two partial derivatives equal to zero, i.e.,

l40-20Q1-6Q=0
l00-6Q---l6Q2=0

Solving (1) and (2) for Q and Q2, we will have the optimum
quantities assuring maximum profit as

Q,= ' 5-77 and Q=408.

PARTIAL DERIVATIVE S OF HIGHER ORDER

Higher partial derivatives are obtained in the same manner as
higher derivatives.

For the function uf(x, .Y) we have four second order partial deri-

vatives.
The direct partial der i vatives are defined as

	

L4	 1au )—f,.

	

x2	 ax ax
(r)

a (')
ay	 ay ay(it)

Apart from these two second-order partial derivatives, there are also
the mixed (or cross) partial derivatives defined as

(U

U)

14
(n)

Illustration 1. Find second order partial derivatives of
u= 4x'-4- 9.xy...5yt.

	

Solution. Let	 U,=4X2+9XY5Y2

au =..?_ (4x2+9Xy-5Y2)
3x	 3x
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=-•	 )±- (9xy)	 (5y)
ax	 x

=4	 (x 2)+9y	 (x)_	 (y2)
ax	 ax	 ax

=4,2x+9y.1 —5.03x+9y

ay ay
(4x2+9xy_5y!)

(4x2)4._ (9xy)- 2 - ( 5y2)

4 1 (x)+9x 
- 5a	

2)
ay	 ay

=4.0+9x.1 -5.2y=9x--l0y
u	 a 'a"	 a
- ax= 	

(8x-4-9y)

(x)f9	 (y)=8.l +9.0 $ax
a 2 u	 a au	 a

=9	 (x)--lO	 (y)=9.0-10.H	 10
ay	 ay

==--(
all

=- (9x—lOy)
5x—ay ax '.y i ax

-9--- (x)-10- (y)=9.t-1O.O=9

a 2 u	 a a U \	 a--	 (:-)=. (8x+9y)
ay

8	 (x)4-9 _ (y)=r804-9J-9
ay	 ay

ô'u	 3211

axay Oyax

2. Find first and second order partial derivatives of log (x f-y2)

Solution. Let	 U==log (X2+y)
all	 I	 a-= - log (x 2 +y2)= 	 (x2y)

Dx

2x

2x2+yl

log (x1+y2)z_i___.	
(x24y2)
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2— 2yj17j	 —1TI

0 ,2 11 all s	 (	
2x

X Z	X x ) 'Ox

(y2)	 (2x) 2x! (x 2 fy

--	 (.x-2 .. y2)

(X + ) - 2— 2x (2x) 2(y2—X2)

(x-Y 2 )	 (x2-t-Y1)'

,21	 O314 	 a(2Y	 \

ay2	 - ay 
'y2 )

- (x2 -1- y2) - (2),)-2y
j - (x 2 FYI)

-	 (x2 +Y2)2

(x 2 +
 

y2 ) . 2-2y . 2y 2(x—y2)

a 2"	 au (aU a	 2y	 a	 -j

	

f21y2)	 Y	 (a -r -)

=2y(— l)(x 2 +y 2 )	 (x2 4 y2)
ax

—2y	 2-- ---	 (x2-i--)2Y

lj'U -- ) au	 ( 2x '
ay ox	 yx}ay) 

2X	 (x2 - y) I

	=.2x (-1) (x2+)2) 2
	 (x2 y2)

-- --2x	
2	

--4xy

+

y 2 ) 2

	
(x2

-	 D'U	 a2u
•	

xay	 ayax

1721. TOTAL DIFFERENTIAL
From a practical point of view, the partial derivatives gave us a

small change in u J (x, y) when there is a small change in either X or Y.
The total differential will give us a linear approximation of the small
change in u =f (x1 y) when there is a small change in both x and Y.

If 6x and Sy be the increments of x and y respectively and let U be
the corresponding increment of U.

Then	 u+51j=rf (-}--&)r. Y+Y)

8u=f(x+X,y+y)—f(x,y)	 (1)
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Adding aiid subtracting f(x, Y-1—V) on the R. I I S. of (I), we have

	

uf(x--x, y 	 y) -Jx, y -y) ff(x, yy) --A x , y)

Y+)

-± x y

	Lt tix, dy and do he [lie ItIiiE mig valueS of	 , y afld 811. I 1LC

from (2), we have
L4

(lii --	 (IX	 (4 V
ax	 -

where do is k io.s n as the total differential of ri.

III ust rit im . Find the total iiJfe rem mis of the folio wing functionS

	

(I)	 ii	 x 3 y j x 2 31 - x 3 ,	 (ii) El	 X Si/i V	 V Sill k

SoIiiioii. (i)	
G

2y2 f vy)

3x1y l2x)2 I.y.(

	)u	 a

	

-	 --- (x y -j- x 2y' - s))

rx 3 -f-2xy -3.v

The total d lfereiitiid is

(111	 (IX - - (I)'
ax

(3x2y f2xy2 + j , ") (IX i (v -1 2x2) , 4- 3xy2)dy

•V -i' COS S
C -

all
-. =--x ens V	 sin .\

The total differential is
du(siri J , --y) cix+( x cos j , x) Jy

EXERCISE (VIII)

	I.	 In eouh ni the lllowing fuichms, 1i [I 	
all
	

all.

	ox 	 c

(o) ii - 3.v2 4-2xy 4y2. (h) u= -

	

2x--y	 V
(c) u=-----•-----,	 (d)

	2.	 Show that if
^lj	 all

(a) u =f (x fy), then — -
ax ay
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(b) u_if(x.-.y) then	 -O
Ox a)'

au
(c) then x	 -

ax	 ay

((1) U=X21Y2:. z 2 , then X	 ya-11 - za-112u

a 2 u	 a21€	 2u	 JU3.	 Find -----k,	 - -	 -	 ions3x- axdy , ayax ay'
(a) U_=rx'y 3, (b) H =-a \3 -Fhx 2y 1-
(c) fi-x cos y—y cos X

4	 If U= log (x2-j-v2). prove that 
a2u 	 a221

j- - 	 =O

y 2j	 a2u}f Zin	 Tog x, verify that

6. If ti= x2y+y2Z_Iz2x show that
211	 all

-.-- +— =(x.Ly -} z)2.

7. 11 ux log y(y>0) show that

a:u
ax&u yax

.	 If u f[(z —x), (x -y), 0 1 —z)], prove that
all	 u	 ju

y az
0.

Hint. u=f(a, b, e) where a-z---x, b=x --y, cy —zJ

9. 11 zIog(i±2i) prove that

az	 97

ax	 8y

10. 11 U== log (x 2 +y 2 +z), prove that

a 2 u 	 '-u	 u
X --.r-=y__ Z --

a'az	axay

ANSWERS

I	 vL. (a) 6v - 2y, 2x+8y, (b) --, - 	 ( c)	
3v	 —3.v

(x f-),)2'
(d)_.2___ _

r+y2
3. (a) 2ya, 6xy 2 , 6xy2, 6x2y

(1) 6x+2hy, 2hx, 2/tx, 6by
.) y cos x, —sin Y+sin x, —sin y +sin x, --x cos y


